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INTRODUCTION 
 

Sharing information between memory institutions and collating it into portals for users is not a new 
concept. Libraries were sharing OPAC catalogue data long before the World Wide Web was invented. 
There are a number of domain specific standards that support exchange of data between digital 
repositories and databases that serve as finding aids – EAD for archives, Z39.50 for libraries, CIDOC-
CRM primarily in museums and OAI-PMH for all types of institutions. These standards have served 
memory institutions well and have supported the development of access services to cultural heritage 
collections that were not possible using the standard Internet protocols and software.  

Now, however, the semantic web has taken off and the mainstream Internet technologies are 
beginning to include mechanisms for sharing and accessing data that surpass the cultural sector tools 
based on domain-specific standards. Open Data and Linked Open Data are creating a new 
“underground layer” to the World Wide Web where computers can interact with our data and bring it 
to “surface” for human users in new ways that hitherto have been difficult and expensive to create.  

The new access methods that semantic web offers for using cultural heritage collections are not (yet) 
going to replace the existing catalogues, finding aids, databases and portals that memory institutions 
have arduously developed over the past decades. Rather, these new methods can be seen as 
additional “windows” that we create for looking at our rich collections, and it will not be just people 
looking into these windows, but also software that will help us connect our collections with those of 
our peers. 

The benefits of using these new technologies are manifold but as with any innovation, the promise of 
the “brave new world” appeals to different stakeholders at different pace. Memory institutions have 
embraced the Linked Open Data with gusto and enthusiasm, mainly because it allows them to reach 
out to new audiences, especially younger generations whose information consumption habits are 
primarily influenced by the Internet, and to connect the heritage collections with e-government 
services that are increasingly built on open data. For those who consider map-based user interfaces as 
mere gimmicks, or interconnected data timelines from historic collections and current public registries 
as “just more data”, the semantic web can still offer new tools for interacting with cultural heritage 
collections and ask new types of intelligent questions in one query that would previously have taken 
three or ten or more in different databases and portals. Although little appreciated today, perhaps the 
biggest advantage of the open data protocols for memory institutions will in the future be the 
machine-to-machine query and retrieval functions. Current query and access tools of memory 
institutions are designed with human users in mind and mostly support retrieval of single objects – the 
repository is serving one file at a time that the users can view or save. Bulk retrieval of objects (e.g., 
“all archduke’s tax records from 1712 and 1716 to 1720”), selective retrieval (e.g., “files of pages 13, 
45 and 173 from book N”) and content streaming (e.g., “all sections of recordings that contain 
birdsong”) are difficult to achieve with current finding aids. Open Data holds promise of making this as 
easy as selecting ‘person’, ‘title’ or ‘year’ in a catalogue portal today. 

This report is telling the tale of three archives that collaborated in the YEAH! project to learn how to 
make use of the Linked Open Data (LOD). The six sections of the report first describe the main 
concepts of Open Data and Linked Open Data and the business case for using these in memory 
institutions. This is followed by a recommendation for a six-stage process for making a cultural 
heritage collection available as linked open data. The report does not describe the entire LOD project 
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planning and execution cycle in memory institutions, because these projects will serve different 
purposes in different institutions and will be built around different use cases. Instead, the handbook 
presents the core activities that every project will have to undertake, split into six stages that build on 
one another yet allow for iterations in the process. Each workflow stage is described as a task-list that 
can be checked off at the end of the stage, and supported with references to tools and additional 
information sources. 

The last sections contain three case studies from the three archives that created linked open data 
collections and demonstrators based on them. These case studies can be used as practical guides on 
the decisions that had to be made along the way and tools that were used to overcome the 
incongruences in historical data, incompatibility of databases or different levels of granularity in 
available description. Even if the described technical details of using the LOD tools will change over 
time together with the software products, the decision points and solutions found by the archives 
have a lasting value and can be reused by anyone. The three case studies present three different use 
cases of linking historic collections – same types of records across time (census records), different 
types of records from the same archive (census and building permits) and collections from different 
memory institutions (photos from an archive and postcards from a library). These three cover well the 
current range of LOD applications in memory institutions and also demonstrate that the historic 
collections could be connected with the more current e-government e-services. 

The handbook is very open about the difficulties that were faced along the way and the case studies 
reflect also the learning process that the archives underwent. The lessons they learned along their 
path are collected as recommendations into the last chapter of the handbook. These will serve as a 
useful guide to any memory institution that embarks on the LOD journey. 

The target audience of this report is primarily memory institutions – both those that have already 
started Open Data initiatives and those only considering them. While the theoretical literature on 
Open Data and Linked Open data is already plentiful, the handbook is helping to fill the gap of much-
needed practical experience and know-how required to accomplish results. 

The YEAH! project,1 funded by three Nordic and Baltic countries to collaboratively enhance access to 
public information, is a cooperation project between the National Archives in Iceland, Sweden and 
Estonia, Luleå University of Technology and Estonian Business Archives. The project started from the 
premise that opening up public data should be more than merely publishing on the web. It provides an 
opportunity to improve existing and to create new e-services. The project first set out to explore how 
to improve description of archival records through crowd-sourcing in order to integrate the archival 
collections with e-government services. Through analysis of state of the art the project went a step 
further and focussed primarily on the Linked Open Data as the best opportunity for opening up access 
to archival collections. 

“Data is the new oil” is the much-cited quote from a former Amazon manager Andreas Weigend. 
Cultural heritage collections are rich sources of the “new oil”. But if memory institutions want to be 
part of the new information economy, they have to participate by using mainstream tools of this 
“system”. This handbook offers guidance on how to make a start and take the first steps in the LOD 
world. Together we can make history of our countries more accessible and interesting everyone! 

Comments and feedback on this report are welcome at: mari.runardotter@ltu.se. 

                                                                 
1 http://www.ltu.se/centres/Centrum-for-langsiktigt-digitalt-bevarande-LDB/Vara-projekt/YEAH?l=en  

mailto:mari.runardotter@ltu.se
http://www.ltu.se/centres/Centrum-for-langsiktigt-digitalt-bevarande-LDB/Vara-projekt/YEAH?l=en
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INTRODUCING LINKED OPEN DATA 
 
In recent years the concept of Open Data has received significant attention from businesses, 
policymakers and governmental agencies. This is another step in the process of the World Wide Web 
(WWW) changing the way knowledge, information and data are shared. Bizer, Heath and Berners-Lee 
(2009) describe the WWW as having a generic, open and extensible nature, and by lowering the 
barriers to publishing and accessing documents that are part of a global information space, people can 
explore this information (space) by using Web browsers. While in the beginning of the WWW 
development the emphasis was primarily on sharing information, recently the focus has shifted to 
data.  

Open Data campaign advocates for freely available data for anyone to use and republish, basically 
without any restrictions but within the constraints of European and national privacy legislation (Auer et 
al. 2007). New laws have been passed on the European and national level requiring that governmental 
agencies publish their data as Open Data, thus making it available for re-use by businesses, 
researchers and developers. The European Commission puts high hopes on open data – not only is it 
expected to contribute to transparency of democracy and administration in government authorities, 
but also to drive business competitiveness and create economic opportunities through innovation and 
growth, and help to tackle societal and environmental challenges, while also speeding up scientific 
progress (PSI directive 2003; 2013). 

Open data is the idea that certain data should be freely available to 
everyone to use and republish as they wish, without restrictions from 
copyright, patents or other mechanisms of control. (Auer et al. 2007) 

Once data have been published as open data we can begin linking structured data from a range of 
domains, such as companies, films, people, music, statistics and research by using Linked Data search 
engines. Data search engines crawl the web of data by following links between data sources and 
provide query capabilities that function in much the same way as querying a local database in your 
computer. Linked data is therefore about making use of the WWW to create typed links between data 
from different sources. What this presumes, however, is that the data have to be machine-readable, 
the meaning of the data must be explicitly defined, they must be linked, and possible to link to (Bizer 
et al. 2009).  

Linked data describes a method of publishing structured data so that it 
can be interlinked and become more useful. 

Linked Open Data is often used as a synonym that denotes open data that can be connected with 
other data using linked data methods. Timothy Berners-Lee, the creator of the World Wide Web and 
The 5 star Open Data Scheme (see below) has described Linked Open Data as:  

Linked Open Data is Linked Data which is released under an open 
licence, which does not impede its reuse for free. (Berners-Lee 2006)  
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Linked data does not of have to be publically open, there is a lot of important use of linked data 
internally within organisations, and for personal and group-wide data (Berners-Lee 2006). The two 
central aspects here are that the data is open (free to access and use) and that it is linked.  

Although Linked Open Data has received more attention in the areas of government data and 
academic research, it has been growing in popularity among memory institutions, too, in the last few 
years. The policy initiatives for open data that concern the cultural heritage sector aim at “widest 
possible use of digitised cultural material and the related metadata” (COM(2011) 882 final, p. 5). 
Publishing your data as Linked Open Data creates new and worthwhile possibilities, opening up your 
collections in a novel way. It enables you to easily connect your data to other datasets on the web as 
well as provides everyone with the possibility to use your data for their own applications in ways your 
own institution might not think of, or have the resources to execute itself.  

Once open data becomes widespread also in memory institutions, it will contribute to a culture that is 
distinguished by collaboration. It will make possible both discovery and analysis of digital cultural 
objects to an extent not possible hitherto. The challenge and the hard work will be to identify the 
networks of relationships that exist between objects in various repositories (Pattuelli et al. 2011). It 
will bring along changes in administrative work and will also require changes in legislation. However, 
these are not things that transform rapidly hence, the process is gradual and likely to last years. As 
Poikola et al. (2011, p. 17) point out, to open up data for others to use involves also to focus on other 
things than merely technology, so when starting an open data initiative “one should keep users, 
methods and learning possibilities in mind right from the start.” From this also follows that opening 
data is not a goal in itself. Instead, it is a precondition for reaching other, broader objectives. 

The (Linked) Open Data project starts with a clear statement on what is to be achieved by publishing 
an existing dataset as open data. Data can be ‘open’ on several levels that cater for different purposes 
and can reach different audiences. Hence, an institution needs to decide what are the possibilities of 
Open Data that it aims to exploit and accomplish? The question “How far do you want to go?” or “How 
far do you need to go?” can be answered by using the “5 Star Open Data scheme”, as suggested by 
Tim Berners-Lee (2006): 

 

This handbook recommends that memory institutions aim for no lower than 4 stars level of open data 
– using recognized standards to publish their data, thus making it reusable to a wide range of other 
organisations. Simply put, “the more open data there is out there, and the more of it that is linked, the 

                                                                 
2 Please consult the glossary at the end of the report for explanations of the more technical terms used.  

☆ make your data available on the web under an open license 

☆☆ make your data available in a machine-readable format (e.g. MS Excel instead of 
image scan of a table) 

☆☆☆ make your data available in a non-proprietary format (e.g. CSV2 instead of MS Excel) 

☆☆☆☆ make your data available using open standards from W3C (RDF and SPARQL) to 
identify things 

☆☆☆☆☆ make your data available and linking it to other organisation’s (or people’s) data 
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more is possible to accomplish. E.g. by now, RDF is used by Wikipedia, BBC, the Library of Congress 
and many other organizations to make their data interoperable between one another through Linked 
Open Data“ (Marton 2011).  
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THE BUSINESS CASE FOR USING LINKED OPEN DATA IN MEMORY INSTITUTIONS 
 
There is a general trend towards openness in society, including memory institutions. It is partly driven 
by the PSI directive (PSI directive 2003; 2013) that intends to develop businesses and create growth, 
through the design of new services that build on open data. For memory institutions it is also 
important to make the collections easy to access for the public as well as service providers and 
software developers. Open data and linked open data facilitate both – meeting the PSI directive 
objectives and opening up cultural heritage collections for wider and more varied use. 

Searching and finding something in an archive or any other memory institution relies on catalogue 
data – descriptive metadata that is based on some standard – in the case of archives, most often 
ISAD(G) (2000). To achieve the same cross-collection, cross-domain, cross-border functionality that 
using linked open data (LOD) provides, all memory institutions would have to use the same metadata 
elements to describe their collections. This is theoretically possible but nearly impossible in practice 
since most memory institutions would have to make significant adjustments to the description of their 
collections and databases that hold those descriptions. This would be expensive and time-consuming. 

LOD belongs to the 21st century mainstream tools, and replaces the hard-coded, 20th century 
integrated large monolithic systems. It is a rather new technology which, through the use of 
standardized ontologies, can open up collections and make them understandable and searchable for 
machines. Simultaneously it provides the opportunity to link between different objects. The LOD 
technology provides the possibility to link organisation’s own resources to each other as well as link 
them to external resources published by someone else in LOD format. Exposing your data as LOD in 
essence means that people can link to your data, which in turn leads to people finding and reusing it 
from entirely new and different perspectives, and for a multitude of reasons, as it can be linked with 
all kinds of e-services, including e-government services. 

The result from the user’s perspective is that the linked resources can be seen as one big machine-
searchable database. Instead of having to search individual local catalogues, databases and finding 
aids, the user can create queries to select data from multiple locations on the web. For example, 
archival data from an archival institution’s website can be combined with bibliographical data from a 
library catalogue to give all the data about a certain author or organisation. This is illustrated by 
Marton using the example of Leonardo da Vinci (Marton 2011, p. 203):  

“Leonardo da Vinci’s name can be spelled in different languages - ranging from Léonard de Vinci, 
Leonard Davincy, Leonado da Vinchi to the name written in Hebrew and Arabic. Each of them is 
made identifiable as different names of the same person. The same applies to geonames – an 
open data-base of geographical names. In this case, a search for Istanbul, for instance, delivers 
the latitude/longitude of the city and also a list of current and historical names in a range of 
languages (e.g. Byzantium in Latin and Constantinople in English).”  

Having several datasets with accurate metadata linked to each other, provides various ways in which 
the information about an object can be extended. A software developer can then easily build a new 
web service around these sets of open data. This also enhances the interoperability of datasets, which 
become more machine readable and enable automatic interaction with your catalogue and collection 
(another computer or software as a user of your collection). This gives memory institutions the 
possibility to serve the users in a way that has been difficult or impossible to do before. The well-
established descriptions continue to be maintained by memory institutions, but applying LOD opens 
up new “windows” for accessing and using these catalogues in new ways. “Similar to a hypertext, the 
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context and, therefore the surrogate, has no boundaries as such. In metaphorical terms, the catalogue 
has been disassembled and its cards are stretching beyond the boundaries of memory institutions 
through networks of linked and open data” (Marton 2011, p. 204). 

INVESTING INTO LOD OFFERS: 
- IMPROVED VISIBILITY OF THE FINDING AIDS 
- IMPROVED INTEROPERABILITY WITH OTHER DATA SOURCES 
- CONNECTIONS TO NEW STAKEHOLDERS 
- NEW WAYS OF INTERACTING WITH DATA 

The indirect benefits of publishing object descriptions as open data include: 

• Extending memory institution’s searching tools and functionality. In addition to the main 
catalogue, linked data from other sources can be offered to the users extending their options. 
In the simples example, LOD offers the opportunity to create a link to a site, for instance 
dbPedia3, that has some type of data that can be programmatically “dragged” into the 
rganisation’s own web application catalogue and presented next to its data. 

• Collaboration with new stakeholders, including software developers who create new 
applications that connect memory institutions’ collections with other data sources. New e-
services improve the cultural experience of people and also potentially create new businesses 
and work opportunities. 

• The possibility of combining and asking new and advanced questions to data that has never 
been possible before. It would be easy to connect, for example, data about an historical event 
with weather data at the time and location of this event; the event can be “mashed-up” with 
geographical to create a web application that lets users discover events by clicking on a map 
interface. 

• The mode linked open data gets used, the more feedback can be provided on its quality and 
errors in data. Over longer periods, collections’ description can be enhanced and improved, 
providing more accurate information to the users. 

• LOD is available to everyone – everyone can do and use it and it is free. As will be shown 
below, the YEAH! project succeeded in creating its demonstrators entirely on open source 
platforms. 

Further examples of benefits and business cases are listed in a growing body of literature.4 

WHAT ARE THE RISKS? 
 
The legal and regulatory context has to be clarified before engaging in an open data project. 
Legislation, data protection regulations or intellectual property rights can set conditions on what data 
can be published and re-used freely. It is strongly recommended to analyse the data in relation to the 
regulatory context before opening it up.5 

                                                                 
3 http://dbpedia.org/About  
4 http://www.epsiplatform.eu/sites/default/files/Final%20TR%20Open%20Data%20in%20Cultural%20Heritage 
%20Institutions.pdf  
5 For example, in Sweden Data Inspectorate provides information on what data can be published: 
http://www.datainspektionen.se/lagar-och-regler/personuppgiftslagen/publicering-pa-internet/  

http://dbpedia.org/About
http://www.epsiplatform.eu/sites/default/files/Final%20TR%20Open%20Data%20in%20Cultural%20Heritage%20%20Institutions.pdf
http://www.epsiplatform.eu/sites/default/files/Final%20TR%20Open%20Data%20in%20Cultural%20Heritage%20%20Institutions.pdf
http://www.datainspektionen.se/lagar-och-regler/personuppgiftslagen/publicering-pa-internet/
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Another aspect is licenses that some datasets are protected by. A licence or copyright restriction may 
limit the reuse of certain data and this must be adhered to. There are also cases when the permission 
to reuse is vaguely, or not at all, expressed (Poikola et al 2011). In such cases it is safer to first establish 
the status of data in relation to publishing it, before actually publishing it. If the dataset is protected by 
a license or copyright, the producer and the user of the data can draw up a separate agreement or 
contract to regulate the reuse and redistribution of the information held by the memory institution.  

The initiative to encourage the reuse of data can come from memory institution but the rights owner – 
the data producer – has to consent to data being made public. Conversely, even though the data is 
protected by copyright, the author can waive all rights by simply stating it directly in connection with 
distribution. Creative Commons Zero license6 and Open Database license7 are examples of permissive 
licences that allow data to be distributed to everyone through the Internet. Through the use of these 
licenses the copyright can be waved for publishing data as open data.  

WHO ELSE IS DOING IT? 
 
Linked Open Data is actively being implemented by memory institutions with the RDF logo being 
visible in more and more databases. A growing number of memory institutions are starting to convert 
their catalogues and description databases into open data and publishing them. The examples include 
the National Archives of the Netherlands,8 the National Library of France,9 the Irish Location LODer.10 
Large portals like Europeana are working with linked open data.11  

The UK Archives Hub, a gateway to the archival descriptions of over 250 archival institutions12 has 
started working in the area of linked open data in the Linking Lives project.13 As researchers may not 
only be interested in primary sources but also biographical data of persons in the source material, 
Linking Lives looks into possibilities of presenting that information using data from internal and 
external sources based on linked data principles. 

Another example is the Canadian project Out of the Trenches,14 headed by the Pan-Canadian 
Documentary Heritage Network, that used different sources pertaining to the First World War to 
create a demonstrator of linked data for new knowledge.  

LODLAM – short for Linked Open Data in Libraries, Archives, and Museums15 – is an informal 
community, that shares new applications, events and information on LOD in memory institutions.  

 

                                                                 
6 http://creativecommons.org/licenses/?lang=en  
7 http://opendatacommons.org/licenses/odbl/ 
8 http://gahetna.nl/en/about-us/open-data  
9 http://data.bnf.fr/ 
10 http://apps.dri.ie/locationLODer/ 
11 http://pro.europeana.eu/linked-open-data 
12 http://data.archiveshub.ac.uk/ 
13 http://archiveshub.ac.uk/linkinglives/ 
14 http://www.canadiana.ca/en/pcdhn-lod 
15 http://lodlam.net/ 

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/?lang=en
http://opendatacommons.org/licenses/odbl/
http://gahetna.nl/en/about-us/open-data
http://data.bnf.fr/
http://pro.europeana.eu/linked-open-data
http://www.canadiana.ca/en/pcdhn-lod
http://lodlam.net/
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GETTING STARTED WITH LINKED OPEN DATA 
 
Building up the business case for using linked open data and starting the project involves preparatory 
work and decisions. First, decisions have to be made about what information and data the project 
encompasses and what level of open data to aim for. These determine the scope of the project. 

The selection of data for publishing as LOD has several options: 

• A single database, e.g. a database describing a single collection; 
• Several databases can be converted into open data at once, which would create added value 

through the process already. This can be done by linking between two datasets of the same 
organisation (see the Icelandic example below), working in collaboration with other 
institutions (see the Estonian example below), or by integrating crowd-sourced data with 
internal datasets (see the Swedish example below). 

Using multiple datasets requires knowledge of the information contained in the databases and being 
able to find similarities between them. For example, do they contain information about the same 
people or places? The added value of linked data is achieved only if there is an overlap in the content 
of two datasets that can be linked together.  

If different datasets were created by different organisations and for different purposes, it is possible 
that fields containing similar information are not in the same format and cannot be connected without 
normalisation. Denormalised datasets can still be linked automatically but only to an extent and extra 
time should be calculated for checking and correcting the automated linking at a later stage. Thus, 
spending time analysing the mapping possibilities between datasets at the planning phase is 
preferable since data normalisation can be planned for. 

When deciding the level of open data, the aim should preferably be set on the five-star open data (see 
Ch. 2 above). Linking your dataset to external data provides the opportunity for new users to discover 
your collections. But the decision on the level of open data should be based on an assessment of what 
added value the collection will get through the process of being published as open data and linked 
with other organisations’ collections. There are many tools already available on the Internet to 
facilitate the linking of open data. One of the more prominent of these is DBpedia,16 a Linked Open 
Data version of structured content from Wikipedia. For geographical locations, the GeoNames17 
database is widely used to link location names in a given dataset to the same location names in other 
datasets. GeoNames provides coordinates for locations to allow for creation of map-based searchable 
interfaces to collections. There are also datasets created by or aimed at memory institutions, for 
example the Virtual International Authority File (VIAF)18 that helps to connect national authority files 
of different libraries into one single virtual authority file. A Swedish national example of authority files 
as open data is being created by the DISKA project.19 Other, thematically or regionally specialised 
datasets are also available and can often be found on national open data portals.20 

                                                                 
16 http://dbpedia.org/ 
17 http://www.geonames.org/ 
18 http://viaf.org/ 
19 http://diska.ece.kth.se/  
20 The Swedish example of a national portal can be found at: http://oppnadata.se/ 

http://dbpedia.org/
http://www.geonames.org/
http://viaf.org/
http://diska.ece.kth.se/
http://oppnadata.se/
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The connections between LOD are made possible by using shared terms from ontologies. Ontologies 
are lists of concepts used to define properties of data in resource description framework (RDF). An 
RDF triple contains subject-predicate-object.21 Ontologies are also used outside the open data domain 
but here an ontology consist of terms that can be used as predicates in datasets. The often-cited 
definition of an ontology is (Gruber 1992):22 

An ontology is a formal specification of a shared conceptualization. 

The concept of ontology is overlapping with other terms like taxonomy, thesaurus and vocabulary. 
Ontology can be seen as more general and in some ways embracing the others. Taxonomy, for 
example could be considered a subset of a larger ontology, a taxonomy “tree” in an ontological 
“forest”. Taxonomy is often connected with the structure, allowing subjects to be arranged in a 
hierarchy. Thesauri, are said to take taxonomies as described above and extend them to make them 
better able to describe the world by not only allowing subjects to be arranged in a hierarchy, but also 
allowing other statements to be made about the subjects. 

Vocabulary may be seen as context-less list of terms with no defined interrelationships. Sometimes it 
is used almost interchangeable with ontology. Controlled vocabulary is better defined as a limited set 
of values or names that are given alternatives for a concept. Sometimes a controlled vocabulary is 
used as a set of keywords.  

One way to explain these differences is through a database table. Below is a table describing persons 
(Table 1). This example can be used to explain the terms that are frequent throughout this report: 
ontology, ontology term, controlled vocabulary, as well as the RDF triple subject, predicate and 
object. 

The table as a whole can be seen as an ontology that includes all definitions of the concepts. An 
individual column can be sees as an individual ‘ontology term’. An ontology can consist of only one 
ontology term, but normally it exists together with a separate column for identifier (id in the example 
below). Often ontologies include many ontology terms and each term may (but does not have to) have 
a controlled vocabulary attached to it. An ontology can also be more complex and include many 
related tables. Controlled vocabulary would in this example be the content of one column (ontology 
term) when limited to a number of accepted values.  

TABLE 1. EXAMPLE ONTOLOGY OF PERSONAL NAMES. 

Id Name First name Surname Nationality 
http://my_persons.ra.se/pnr6911081419 Jan Ahl Jan Petter Ahl http://con.nu/se 
http://my_persons.ra.se/pnr6812082409 Eva Ehn Eva Maria Ehn http://con.nu/se 

The table can also be used to describe the RDF triple subject-predicate-object relations. The subject is 
the id in one row, the predicate one column and the object the value in that row in the relevant 
column. The id should have a value which is an URL. The predicate should also be an URL, where the 
definition of the column/ontology set, is described. The objects in the other columns/ontology sets 
can have text values. However, if they comprise of a controlled vocabulary it would often be shown as 
an URL. The ontology term may refer to a subset of the ontology or to another external ontology, 
therefore comprising of another id.   

                                                                 
21 http://www.w3.org/TR/rdf-syntax-grammar/ 
22 http://www-ksl.stanford.edu/kst/what-is-an-ontology.html 

http://con.nu/se
http://con.nu/se
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Ontologies themselves also use RDF triples to describe the meaning of terms and their relationships to 
other terms. Thus, very different concepts can be represented by ontologies and there are already 
many ontologies available for open data. Using well-established ontologies means using concepts that 
are clear and widely accepted. Finding ontologies best suited for your dataset can require time 
consuming analysis. A prominent example from the archives’ world ISAD(G)23 – the General 
International Standard Archival Description – that defines metadata elements that should be used for 
archival description. Some other ontologies that are widely used or aimed at memory institutions are: 

RDFS24 – RDF Schema, used to describe RDF vocabularies, created by the W3C; 
OWL25 – Web Ontology Language, used to represent rich and complex knowledge about 
things, groups of things, and relations between things, created by the W3C; 
DC26 – Dublin Core metadata terms, used to describe general metadata attributes, 
maintained by the Dublin Core Metadata Initiative; 
SKOS27 – Simple Knowledge Organization System, used for expressing conceptual 
hierarchies, created by the W3C; 
FOAF28 – Friend of a Friend, used for linking people and information; 
GEO29 – WGS84 Geo Positioning, used to represent coordinates and other geographic 
information in the WGS84 standard; 
EDM30 – Europeana Data Model, the metadata standard used by Europeana; 
XSD31 - XML Schema, describes the structure of an XML document; 
PLACE32 – The Places Ontology, used to describe places of geographic interest. 

The World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) lists some of the more commonly used ontologies,33 as well 
as links to more comprehensive listings on other sites and other registries.34  

An additional aspect to consider early on in the open data project is licencing. Although easily 
overlooked, using a well-defined and recognised license is what clearly states that dataset is open and 
can be freely reused. Several ontologies exist that deal with licensing, like the Creative Commons 
Rights Expression Language35 or the Open Data Commons Open Database License.36 

The analysis of ontologies may still conclude that there are no ontologies that suit your endeavour or 
some concepts are not presented in the existing ontologies. Then a new ontology needs to be created 
for your purposes and an example of this course of action is presented in the Swedish case study in 
the following chapters. 

With these decisions made, you can move onto converting your data into open data. A step-by-step 
guide is provided in the following chapter. 

                                                                 
23 http://www.icacds.org.uk/eng/ISAD%28G%29.pdf 
24 http://www.w3.org/TR/rdf-schema/ 
25 http://www.w3.org/TR/owl-features/ 
26 http://dublincore.org/documents/dcmi-terms/ 
27 http://www.w3.org/2004/02/skos/core 
28 http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/ 
29 http://www.w3.org/2003/01/geo/wgs84_pos 
30 http://www.europeana.eu/schemas/edm/ 
31 http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema 
32 http://purl.org/ontology/places 
33 http://www.w3.org/wiki/TaskForces/CommunityProjects/LinkingOpenData/CommonVocabularies 
34 For example: http://protegewiki.stanford.edu/wiki/Protege_Ontology_Library 
35 http://creativecommons.org/ns 
36 http://opendatacommons.org/licenses/odbl/ 

http://www.icacds.org.uk/eng/ISAD%28G%29.pdf
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http://protegewiki.stanford.edu/wiki/Protege_Ontology_Library
http://creativecommons.org/ns
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MAKING YOUR DATA READY FOR LINKED OPEN DATA 
 
NOTE: Before reading this chapter you should have a basic understanding of some web technologies 
such as html, XML and basics of structured databases. Introductions to such technologies can be found 
at W3Schools http://www.w3schools.com/. 
 
In this chapter we present a simple six-step workflow for how to convert your data into Linked Open 
Data and publish it on the web so that others can link to it. Figure 1 below describes the steps of the 
workflow. 

 
FIGURE 1. WORKFLOW FOR PRODUCING LOD. 

All steps are described in detail below but as with every project, the first stage should be setting 
reasonable objectives – in this context, deciding what data and why do you want to make available as 
LOD? The preparatory steps for arriving at those decisions were described in the previous chapter that 
can also be consulted for further details on ontology concepts. 

The following LOD creation process is iterative and consists of cleaning your data, creating an RDF 
model and selecting the most appropriate ontologies to be used. Please note that each of these steps 
is somewhat dependent on the others – for example the data cleaning is partly dependent on the 
ontologies you use; the RDF model is dependent on the quality of data and which ontologies are being 
used. Hence, it is probably required to revisit all of these issues more than once before the final RDF 
model is finished. After that the process is simpler and the last two steps are to convert your data into 
RDF (according to the requirements set in previous steps) and publish the data somewhere so that it 
becomes reusable by other interested parties.  

The knowledge gained in the process of creating the first open data dataset can be reused on some 
other sets of data that will have to pass through the same workflow steps again. 

STEP 1. SETTING OBJECTIVES 
The most important starting point for any project is why is being undertaken and what needs to be 
achieved? The chapters above provide convincing cases for producing and using Linked Open Data. On 
the more detailed level answers to the following questions can help to focus the project further: 

http://www.w3schools.com/
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• Which user groups you would like to address? 
• Is there another organisation you would like to collaborate with? 
• What data you would like to use from your collections? 
• What data from other institutions you would like to use? 
• Have you got any specific LOD applications in mind? 

Linked Open Data and its core technologies (like RDF) are about making data machine-readable and 
allowing everybody to exploit the full reuse potential of it. When engaging in very first experiments 
with Linked Open Data it is recommended to select a collection of biggest public interest – for example 
records about significant persons or events that are already available in digital form and already 
enriched with information about for example geographical locations. 

Another vital aspect to consider is other data collections that could be linked to the given dataset. LOD 
projects can fail because the goal is simply to publish data from an individual institution and not 
demonstrate how it can be linked with external resources using a simple (but user-friendly) web-based 
interface. When people outside your organisation do not realise how the published open data can be 
reused, the potential uses of data need to be documented and demonstrated. The recommended 
practice is to involve several institutions right away in the experiments with LOD to create simple 
mash-up solutions that visualise how the Linked Open Data from all collaborating institutions can be 
reused.  

   AS A RESULT OF THE FIRST STAGE YOU SHOULD HAVE: 
• defined the content you want to publish as LOD; 
• identified organisations to collaborate with for linking open data; 
• have an idea how your LOD will be reused and what external resources you
 could connect it to. 

   YOU ARE NOW READY TO MOVE ON TO STAGE 2! 

 

STEP 2. ANALYSING AND CLEANING DATA 
Once a dataset has been selected, it needs to be analysed for errors and inconsistencies that should 
be corrected before publication into the public domain. The possibility of human error is always high 
when working with data that have been manually entered by people. For example: 

• Misspelling or misunderstanding 
• Unnecessary data (spaces, tabs, etc.) 
• Errors for technical reasons 
• Lack of strategic data 
• Lack of normalisation. 

Misspellings and misunderstandings can occur with crowd-sourced data. If there are systematic errors 
these can quite easily be found also corrected with a search and replace function (see below). Blank 
spaces, tab characters, blank rows and other extra characters that do not carry meaning can be 
removed using macros or text editing tools. 
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The typical technical errors include use of different character encodings within the same data set. This 
can occur when data has been created over a long time period, or migrated during its life-cycle from 
one system to another that used a different character encoding without applying the correct 
conversion. These types of errors can easily be corrected with a search and replace function.37  

Sometimes strategic data is missing – data that later will be needed or useful for linking with other 
datasets, for example geographic or temporal data. Such details can be added now but they must be 
readily available and not take a very long time to add. If adding extra data requires going back to 
original archival records on paper, this will probably be too time-consuming to undertake. The 
required time effort will have to be evaluated and weighted whether it is justified by the higher quality 
and usability of the resulting open data. In some cases the missing data is “hidden” as potential data in 
the data set and can be made explicit with the help of combining technical means with reasonable 
manual effort to write out the data necessary for creating links. For example, if there are separate files 
for each year in a dataset it is quite straightforward to have the files merged and the correct year 
added to each row/record as an extra column. The necessary data for some rows can also exist as 
column headings or similar metadata. The Swedish example below discusses some of these options. 

Names, like person names and geographical names can be normalised, especially when working with 
data that has been entered manually over a longer period of time or by different people. Slightly 
different spellings often occur depending on who is writing it or when it was written. Section 6 
discusses practical examples of these kinds of problems and how they can be overcome. 

One aspect of normalization is when the formal spelling has changed over time or a name has 
completely changed, for example a company or a region within a city. This can be handled through the 
ability to register alternate names for the entity. This type of normalization is linked with the issue of 
ontologies and should be decided together with the selection of ontologies as discussed below. 

Another potential scenario is that the dataset contains sensitive information that cannot be published 
openly (e.g. for data protection or copyright reasons) while some data can be used for publishing 
online. In this case the dataset needs to be analysed and the sensitive parts removed from the subset 
that will be used for LOD. 

Analysis and cleaning of the data can be done within the main database environment or data can be 
exported from the database to a raw text format, e.g., comma separated files (CSV). The exported 
data can be imported or opened using different editors or programs like VEDIT38 or MS Excel or some 
Open Spreadsheet software to start cleaning the data. An example of cleaning data using MS Excel is 
described in the Swedish case study below.  

Another popular tool developed specifically for working with messy data is Open Refine.39 Open 
Refine is an extensive and powerful tool that not only can help you cleaning up your data but also has 
some LOD features in an extension called RDF Refine.40 With this extension it is possible to turn table-
like data into RDF and export it into for example to RDF XML files which then can be uploaded to a 
Triple Store server as a way of publishing Linked Open Data.41 In our examples below we discuss how 

                                                                 
37 Wikipedia offers a useful discussion of character encoding issues:    

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Character_encoding 
38 http://www.vedit.com/  
39 http://openrefine.org/ 
40 http://refine.deri.ie/ 
41 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Triplestore 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Character_encoding
http://www.vedit.com/
http://openrefine.org/
http://refine.deri.ie/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Triplestore
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to use Open Refine and go through the steps of cleaning data and modelling our files according to the 
RDF standard. The next step will answer the question “So what exactly is RDF?” 

AS A RESULT OF THE SECOND STAGE YOU SHOULD: 
• know your data inside out – that means know its potential as a digital resource 
 and all the interesting information it holds. 
• have an overview of the quality of your data and metadata. 
• be able to set an achievable goal or level for data quality for your LOD. 
• have identified tools for cleaning the data. 
• have some cleaned and corrected data. 

YOU ARE NOW READY TO MOVE ON TO STAGE 3! 

 
STEP 3. CREATING AN RDF DATA MODEL AND MAPPING IT TO SOURCE DATA 
One of the major obstacles for the widespread use of Linked Open Data has been the understanding of 
the use of RDF.  

RDF stands for Resource Description Framework and is a way of describing resources in a standardized 
way so they can be understood by human beings and machines. The assumption with RDF is that it is 
possible to decompose all information into smaller, constituent pieces – the so-called triples. You can 
think about triples as facts or statements that have three elements: subject, predicate and object. For 
example, the knowledge about a person can be decomposed and described by the following facts: 

Subject      Predicate  Object 

:adam         :isA                 :person 

:adam         :hasMother :maria 

:adam         :hasBrother    :erik 

In the same way it is possible to describe any information and data in memory institutions. To take a 
more archival example, an archival record can be decomposed into a Subject which has multiple 
Objects, like title, dates, keywords (appropriate Predicates are therefore hasTitle, hasStartDate, etc.). 
In a more technical sense RDF can be seen as a subset of XML. A typical machine-readable RDF 
sentence would look like this:  

<rdf:Description 

rdf:about="Archival Collection XYZ"> 

  <hasTitle>Documentation of important historical issue</hasTitle> 

  <hasStartDate>15081888</hasStartDate> 

  <hasEndDate>28081888</hasEndDate> 

  <hasKeyword>19th century Scandinavian politics</hasKeyword> 

</rdf:Description> 

This example includes four triples in a larger XML structure – while the Subject is the same for each 
triple (Archival Collection XYZ), the Predicate and Object change from one record to another within 
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the collection (hasTitle, hasStartDate, hasEndDate, hasKeyword). The syntax above illustrates how RDF 
sentences need to look to be machine-readable triples.  

Further readings on RDF are available in great numbers. We recommend to start the deeper analysis 
from the following resources:  

• Quick introduction to RDF: http://www.rdfabout.com/quickintro.xpd  
• The RDF data model: http://linkeddatabook.com/editions/1.0/#htoc16 
• W3C, RDF, Concepts and Abstract Syntax http://www.w3.org/TR/rdf-concepts/. 

A justified question at this point would be: What are the benefits of using RDF when compared with 
more traditional ways of collection description (for example EAD or CIDOC-CRM)? The main benefit of 
RDF is that it makes semantic searching easy. For example, if a user is interested in accessing records 
created between 1900 and 1930, he can create a simple query “Give me all Subjects where the Object 
values of Predicates hasStartDate and hasEndDate are between 1900 and 1930”. The constructed 
query can be submitted to all Linked Open Data repositories at once, without having to learn all of 
their data models and search engine rules. 

LOD/RDF data model 

Equipped with the knowledge that LOD is constructed around the RDF language we can now embark 
on creating a new RDF data model. The first task in building an RDF data model is analysing the data in 
order to find different subjects, predicates and objects.  

Assuming that data are stored in a table-like structure, an easy way to start is to treat the primary key 
as the RDF subject, the column headings as predicates and the cell data as objects. For example, if we 
have a table with persons, each with a unique ID, and some information about these persons: their 
first names and make of the car they own: 

ID Name  Car 

1  Oscar  Volvo 

2  Eva  Saab 

3  Peter  Lamborghini 

In this example we can use the ID as the subject and it is possible to make three RDF triplet statements 
about it: 

• all ID’s are a person (i.e., add the implicit knowledge that each row in the table describes a 
person); 

• ID (i.e. a person) has a name.  
• ID/person has a car. 

Translating the three triplets into RDF/XML could look something like this: 

<rdf:Description rdf:about=”1”> 

<isA>Person</isA> 

<givenName>Oscar</givenName> 

<hasCar>Volvo</hasCar> 

</rdf:Description> 

http://www.rdfabout.com/quickintro.xpd
http://linkeddatabook.com/editions/1.0/#htoc16
http://www.w3.org/TR/rdf-concepts/
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After the dataset has been analysed and a decision made what information will be presented as 
triplets, the next task is somewhat more complex. To create and link RDF statements automatically, it 
would be ideal to:  

• have as many Predicates and Objects follow a formal and widespread ontology or vocabulary. 
• use URIs instead of names for Subjects and Objects. 

The above example that meets these criteria would consist of the following RDF statements: 

<rdf:Description rdf:about=”http://exampledomain.org/PersonsWithCars/1”> 

<rdf:type rdf:resource="http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/Person"/> 

<foaf:givenName>Oscar</foaf:givenName> 

<car:hasCar>Volvo</car:hasCar> 

</rdf:Description> 

The example uses our own controlled example domain: www.exampledomain.org in the construction 
of the URI for the ID 1. In reality this domain will be your memory institutions website address. Since 
your institution controls your website address/domain you as an institution can create unique 
URI/URLs on the web. These URI/URL can then be used in your LOD RDF to create unique IDs and to 
link to your data. The example says that that this subject URI is a person with a given name using 
concepts from the FOAF vocabulary. The car brands have been collected into an example car 
vocabulary which we have given the XML prefix “car”. Within our car vocabulary we have the concept 
“hasCar”. 

In the context of memory institutions, the Subjects will most likely be items in your holdings (e.g., 
books, records, photos). In this case it is recommended to construct URIs which can exploit 
institution’s domain name and append the reference code to it (for example: 
www.myarchive.se/opendata/photos/123456.1). When only just starting to create open data these 
URIs do not need to be the actual landing sites for data (i.e. pointing a web browser to the URI does 
not need to show anything as yet). 

For more information about mapping your data to RDF see for example: 

• A direct mapping of Relational Data to RDF http://www.w3.org/TR/2011/WD-rdb-direct-
mapping-20110324/ 

• Mapping Relational Data to RDF with Virtouso’s RDF views 
http://virtuoso.openlinksw.com/whitepapers/relational%20rdf%20views%20mapping.html 

Mapping your own data to RDF is best done as an iterative process. You can start by mapping some of 
your data elements to RDF before doing the whole dataset just to get a feeling for how the RDF model 
works. Once you have succeeded with some mappings you can test the result to see if it is a 
technically valid RDF.42 Some recommendations for the RDF creation: 

• Use an iterative process when mapping to RDF. 
• Use tools to validate your model every now and then (we recommended the W3C RDF 

validator). 
• Be pragmatic about the number of description elements you work with. Choosing up to 10 most 

used elements (for example, title, keywords, places, persons, thumbnail, link to digital image 
etc.) is in most cases sufficient as a starting point to convert into RDF. Most users do not require 

                                                                 
42 Use the validator at the W3C site: http://www.w3.org/RDF/Validator/ 

http://www.mydomain.org/PersonsWithCars/1
http://www.exampledomain.org/
http://www.myarchive.se/opendata/photos/123456.1
http://www.w3.org/TR/2011/WD-rdb-direct-mapping-20110324/
http://www.w3.org/TR/2011/WD-rdb-direct-mapping-20110324/
http://virtuoso.openlinksw.com/whitepapers/relational%20rdf%20views%20mapping.html
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more elements in a model and the additional effort of finding the suitable mappings to 
ontologies is often not worth it (and you can always include a link to the original description / 
catalogue where users can see the full description). 

  AS A RESULT OF THE THIRD STAGE YOU SHOULD HAVE: 
• knowledge about the RDF data model and the concept of triples. 
• selected the most useful elements in your data as a starting point to be converted 
 into RDF. 
• identified the triples (subjects, objects, predicates) in your data. 
• mapped the original data structure to the RDF model. 

  YOU ARE NOW READY TO MOVE ON TO STAGE 4! 

 
STEP 4. SELECTING ONTOLOGIES 

The previous step already indicated that next to assigning URIs, the vocabularies or ontologies need to 
be selected that will be used in the data model, especially for the triple Predicates and Objects.  

The “rule of thumb” in this task is to reuse ontologies that are already available and not to create new 
ones. The ontologies provide the machine-readability of open data. For example, in an LOD search 
expression “find all titles that match AABBCC” the search engine must know which Predicates indicate 
“titles”. When defining local ontologies, there is a risk that search engines cannot understand the 
terms used in them. Using well-established ontologies makes data understandable to most search 
engines and applications. Given the large number of open data vocabularies available on the web, it is 
a serious task to analyse and decide which ones are most useful for the given dataset. 

The choice of ontology should be based on the overlap they have with the triples in the given dataset. 
For instance, when the aim is to publish information about persons as open data, then a field with 
names, maybe even separated into two columns as first name and surname, are likely to occur. The 
vocabulary suitable for using should have clear definitions of these two concepts – a person’s “first 
name” and “surname”. A very popular ontology that has these types of definitions is the Friend Of A 
Friend-vocabulary or FOAF. FOAF is an “RDF vocabulary for expressing metadata about people, and 
their interests, relationships and activities”.43 

Looking back at the example in Step 2 then FOAF was also used there in the header of the RDF/XML 
document – the FOAF prefix URL “xmlns:foaf="http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/”. By then writing the XML 
element <foaf:givenName> a link was created to http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/givenName in a standard 
XML way. Just to note that Step 2 also used the outgoing link to http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/Person as 
a URI/URL describing the subject. This link is not used as a predicate like givenName, but instead as 
subject since the table defined ID1 as of a type Person. 

To reiterate, the “art” of selecting the right ontology is probably the most crucial task when creating 
an RDF model. To help with the choice-making, there are central catalogues of recommended 

                                                                 
43 http://www.xml.com/pub/a/2004/02/04/foaf.html see also the FOAF namespace at 

http://xmlns.com/foaf/spec/ 

http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/
http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/givenName
http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/Person
http://www.xml.com/pub/a/2004/02/04/foaf.html
http://xmlns.com/foaf/spec/
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ontologies available. One place that can be recommended for looking for possible ontology is the 
Linked Open Vocabularies website.44  

Another, perhaps more pragmatic option is to look what ontologies other memory institutions have 
used. If you have identified a memory institution that is active in Linked Open Data area, it is worth 
contacting them to ask which vocabularies they have chosen. This can usefully limit the set of initial 
ontologies that need to be studied. Europeana has a good example of an ontology suited for memory 
institutions (the RDF model for EDM),45 and so does the UK Archives Hub (the RDF model for EAD).46  

If despite best efforts a suitable existing ontology to use with the desired dataset could not be found, 
then a new vocabulary can be created with concepts and descriptions of the terms within the dataset. 
A useful tool for creating a new ontology is Simple Knowledge Organization System (SKOS) which is 
introduced in detail at Semanticweb.com.47 

  AS A RESULT OF THE FOURTH STAGE YOU SHOULD HAVE: 
• gathered knowledge about semantic assets, vocabularies, ontologies. 
• an overview on which ontologies are available for your domain and which ones 
are most appropriate for your purposes. 
• enriched your RDF model with links to ontologies. 
• further useful information for repeating Steps 2 and 3 (when necessary). 
• a final RDF data model (when you are ready to move on to Step 5). 

  YOU ARE NOW READY TO MOVE ON TO STAGE 5! 

 
STEP 5. CONVERTING DATA TO RDF 

The completed tasks thus far will have: 
• cleaned your data; 
• analysed your data to find relevant RDF triples; 
• created an RDF model based on these findings;  
• enriched your RDF with links to external or internal vocabularies. 

The biggest challenges have been overcome now and all that is left is to choose a method of 
converting the data into LOD RDF. There are different approaches to this task that depend on what 
format the source data is in and what database environment is being used for it.  There are a variety of 
software tools available for converting data into RDF as well as for publishing it on the web.  As a 
starting point you could take a look at this list of different conversion tools suggested by W3C.48 It has 
not been possible to test them all in the course of the YEAH! project and the description below follows 
best practice as we have learned it ourselves.  

                                                                 
44 http://lov.okfn.org/dataset/lov/ 
45 http://data.europeana.eu/ 
46 http://archiveshub.ac.uk/locah/tag/modelling/ 
47 http://semanticweb.com/introduction-to-skos_b33086 
48 http://www.w3.org/wiki/ConverterToRdf 

http://lov.okfn.org/dataset/lov/
http://data.europeana.eu/
http://archiveshub.ac.uk/locah/tag/modelling/
http://semanticweb.com/introduction-to-skos_b33086
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The emerging international portals like Europeana or Archives Portal Europe have established 
standard XML formats (like EAD and EDM) and can create XSLT transformation sheets to run the 
conversion. For most memory institutions these tools offer the easiest route to RDF data. For example, 
the UK Archives Hub already offers the XSLTs for EAD. 

The easiest method for storing and querying RDF data is to set up a triple store – a database built 
specifically for storing and querying triples (subject-predicate-object data entity, or what RDF 
essentially is).49 The YEAH! project created a separate document with detailed instructions on 
installing the Open Source triple store database Virtuoso.50  

Triple store environment is, however, not suitable for every situation. For example, if the dataset is 
currently stored in a SQL database with complicated structure, it can be quite costly and technically 
complex or even unfeasible to migrate it to a triple store environment. Other techniques exist that 
involve XSL transformations for converting data on the fly from SQL to RDF and publish it on the web. 
Due to technical complexity, it was not possible to test these methods within the scope of this project. 
Further information and suggestions (with occasionally highly technical discussions) can be consulted 
at the W3C website.51 

   AS A RESULT OF THE FIFTH STAGE YOU SHOULD HAVE: 
 •  knowledge about the possibilities for converting your data into RDF. 
 •  evaluated the possibilities for converting your data into RDF and selected the 
 method most appropriate for you. 
 •  converted your data into RDF.  

   YOU ARE NOW READY TO MOVE ON TO THE FINAL STAGE! 

 
STEP 6. PUBLISHING OPEN DATA 

The role of the triple store is to store the RDF data. The next task is to make the data openly available 
on the web for everyone to use. Step 1 discussed options for developing a simple web-based 
demonstrator together with another organisation that would allow to test and show how your data 
can be linked with other sources and perhaps jointly mashed-up to create new services.  

A separate query language has been created for using RDF data and triple stores – SPARQL which is 
based on the well-known SQL query language.52 The easiest way towards publishing and making your 
data reusable is to use triple stores like Virtuoso53 or Fuseki54 that already come with a SPARQL query 
endpoint. The endpoint allows anyone to write SPARQL queries against RDF data and there is no need 

                                                                 
49 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Triplestore  
50 “Step-by-step guide to installing a LOD development environment” (2014) 
51 http://www.w3.org/wiki/ConverterToRdf 
52 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SPARQL  
53 http://virtuoso.openlinksw.com/ has a commercial version and an open source version 

http://virtuoso.openlinksw.com/dataspace/doc/dav/wiki/Main/  
54 http://jena.apache.org/documentation/serving_data/  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Triplestore
http://www.w3.org/wiki/ConverterToRdf
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SPARQL
http://virtuoso.openlinksw.com/
http://virtuoso.openlinksw.com/dataspace/doc/dav/wiki/Main/
http://jena.apache.org/documentation/serving_data/
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to set up additional query systems and tools. Further information on SPARQL and examples for using it 
are available.55 

Should it prove impossible to maintain and support a triple store and SPARQL endpoint in the 
institution’s own IT infrastructure, then RDF data can also be shared as simple downloadable XML-files 
on the website. Although this does not allow for other systems to address SPARQL queries directly to 
the dataset (i.e. there is no SPARQL endpoint available) users can still download relevant data and 
upload it to their own triple store to create interesting mash-ups. Many institutions chose to do both – 
have a SPARQL endpoint for users with real-time querying capability and publish static data for 
download for those who are building applications on top of their own triple stores. 

Whichever method is chosen for publishing the RDF data (setting up a SPARQL endpoint, simple 
download, or some other way), it is crucial to make sure that others can find out about it. This can be 
done by describing your data in central Linked Open Data catalogues. These exist mostly on the 
national level – for example http://opendata.riik.ee/ for Estonia, http://opendata.se/ for Sweden, 
http://data.gov.uk/ for UK, etc. These should be used if the intended scope of re-use of data is 
national; for international level, the first stop should be Europeana open data catalogue.56  

Publishing data as Open Data once is already a very good start. But it will probably also require 
updates as new information is added to the dataset. The updating of Open Data by renewing the 
downloadable XML files or the content of triple store at regular intervals is technically easy, one just 
has to remember to do it! 

   AS A RESULT OF THE LAST STAGE YOU SHOULD HAVE: 
 •  knowledge of the LOD publishing possibilities. 
 •  a basic understanding of Triplestore databases and the SPARQL query 
 language. 
 •  evaluated the possibilities for publishing LOD and selected the most 
 appropriate for your purposes. 
 •   published your LOD. 

  Now tell the whole world about your LOD dataset! 

 

                                                                 
55 http://www.w3.org/2001/sw/DataAccess/rq23/examples.html 
56 http://labs.europeana.eu/data/ 

http://data.gov.uk/
http://www.w3.org/2001/sw/DataAccess/rq23/examples.html
http://labs.europeana.eu/data/
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YEAH! EXPERIENCE WITH LINKED OPEN DATA 
The preceding chapters explained the basics of publishing Linked Open Data. This section is describing 
practical experiences of applying the methodology that was outline above, in three national archives. 
The three case studies describe three slightly different scenarios of implementing and using LOD – one 
where two memory institutions collaborated to create Linked Open Data based service (Estonia), one 
where several databases within the same institution were linked together (Iceland), and one where 
data from several databases were mashed-up with a map interface (Sweden). Each case study 
describes the key decisions taken in the project and the challenges that had to be overcome. The 
practical suggestions arising from these experiences are summarised in the concluding chapter of this 
report. 

NATIONAL ARCHIVES OF ESTONIA 
THE SCENARIO 
The National Archives of Estonia (NAE) chose to work with digitised photographs from NAE’s collection 
and linking them with digitised historic postcards from the National Library of Estonia (NLE). The 
description standards for items in NAE and NLE were very different – the NAE data being close to the 
archival description standards (EAD) and NLE describing their items according to library description 
standards. 

The end-user interface57 was developed around Google Maps, allowing users to select an area on the 
map to search for photos and postcards about the selected region. In addition users are allowed to 
use simple search in titles and personal names (i.e. persons associated with the items) of both 
datasets. The query results are shown as a list displaying the thumbnail image of the photo and limited 
information (title, name and place) about each query result. By clicking on the thumbnail users are 
redirected to the original repository of either NAE or NLE and can view the full description and larger 
images. There is also a “View on Map” link next to each query result, which will zoom the map into the 
specific location of the item. 

Some details of the technical implementation: 

• Systems and languages: all RDF data was uploaded and managed by the Virtuoso application. 
The user interface was developed in PHP on top of the Virtuoso platform. 

• Data fields that are used by the application and were first semantically synchronised between 
the two institutions are: title, name, place. 

• Ontology harmonisation was done only for place names using the W3C basic-geo namespace58 
(wgs84_pos) that was connected to the appropriate keywords / ontologies used locally at NAE 
and NLE. 

 
CHALLENGES AND LESSONS LEARNED 

CREATING THE RDF STRUCTURE 
As with all novel techniques the creation of a suitable RDF model for Linked Open Data is not 
straightforward. While there are multiple guides available the main difficulty is to select the most 
appropriate namespaces and elements. We realised that there was no single RDF model available that 

                                                                 
57 http://www.eha.ee/labs/yeah/index.php 
58  A namespace is a container for a set of identifiers (also known as symbols, names). 

http://www.eha.ee/labs/yeah/index.php
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would cover all needs of our planned demonstrator. Therefore we had to combine multiple 
namespaces which all cover only part of the needs and at the same time have significant overlaps with 
each other. At the end, most elements in the Estonian RDF model were covered by RDF and DC-TERMS 
namespaces, to a lesser extent also FOAF and DC-PERIOD were used. 

MATCHING TWO DIFFERENT DESCRIPTION PRACTICES 
Combining and linking two totally different description standards and practices can be a really hard 
task. One of the very first starting points of the Estonian demonstrator was to look into the keywords 
used at NLE and NAE to identify the overlaps and means for linking the two datasets. It was realised 
early on that the way of describing place names was totally different at two institutions: 

• in NAE a local taxonomy is used that includes hierarchical place names and also a historic layer 
(i.e. place names are on the root level divided into different eras of administrative divisions). 
The NAE ontology allows for viewing each administrative place name system separately through 
time. At the same time, not all smaller locations and place names are available in the NAE 
ontology, the most granular level is often the local administration (parish, town or similar). The 
ontology also includes references to geographical coordinates as polygons; 

• in NLE the place names are described in a “flat” way, that is, each place name is described as a 
stand-alone entity and not controlled by a hierarchical ontology like at NAE. Each item may also 
include multiple parallel descriptions, hierarchical divisions (like place name “Tartu county, 
parish, village”) and parallel names (like the place name in 1900 and in 2014). However, no 
machine readable information is available on the relations of the different place names 
attached to an item (i.e. is the relation hierarchical or temporal, which keyword is the higher 
level in the hierarchy etc.). At the same time the ontology terms are much more detailed than in 
NAE, often including also place names for “peninsula”, “lake”, “part of town”, “street” etc. 
which are not available in the NAE ontology. 

Differences between the place name hierarchies are described in more detail in Table 2 below, a 
summary of these is the following: 

• place names of NAE 
○ contain exact administrative hierarchies depending on time period; 
○ contain more granularity in place name types; 
○ urban districts are listed only when used in administrative purposes (for Tallinn and 

Kohtla-Järve cities only); 
• place names of NLE 

○ contain newest administrative hierarchy only; 
○ lower-level place name types are not differentiated (e.g., town, village, borough, 

manor); 
○ contain also non-administrative place names (e.g., rivers, lakes, hills, peninsulas...), 

urban districts and points of interest (bridges); 
○ some place name levels exist but are missing in hierarchy or are related with other place 

names (e.g., Parish, Guberniya), some historical place names are missing from ontology 
(‘... rajoon’, ‘...külanõukogu’); 

○ history of a place name is collected into one record (“see city ‘Tartu’”); 
○ hierarchy is ‘flat’ at some levels (compare ‘Alatskivi vald’ > ‘Alatskivi’ relation in library 

and archives). 
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TABLE 2. COMPARISON OF PLACE NAME HIERARCHIES. 

Level NLE EMS-ontology NAE administrative unit ontology 

State Estonia Estonia (until 1917) Estonia 
(1917-1950) 

Estonia 
(1950-1991) 

Estonia 
(from 1991) 

Guberniya 
(province) 

Liivimaa kubermang 
(not in hierarchy) 

Liivimaa kubermang    

County Tartu maakond Tartu maakond Tartu 
maakond 

Tartu rajoon Tartu 
maakond 

Commune Tartu vald Tartu vald Tartu vald Tartu 
külanõukogu 

Tartu vald 

Parish Kodavere kihelkond 
(not in hierarchy) 

Kodavere kihelkond    

Commune Alatskivi vald Alatskivi vald Alatskivi 
vald 

Alatskivi 
külanõukogu 

Alatskivi vald 

Village, Borough, 
Manor 

Alatskivi Alatskivi mõis   Alatskivi 
alevik 

City Tartu (Derpt, Dörpt; 
Jurjew, Jurjev) 

Tartu linn (Derpt, 
Dörpt; Jurjew, 

Jurjev) 

Tartu linn Tartu linn Tartu linn 

Urban district Supilinn     

Place objects 
(rivers, lakes, 
bridges etc.) 

Raadi järv     

Both of the place name hierarchies are also available on the web: 

● NLE: http://ems.elnet.ee/tais.php?sona_id=131744&sess=0&valim=&lkeel=2 
● NAE: http://www.eha.ee/labs/haldusyksused/index.php/unit/index?id=10924110 

In summary – there is a many-to-many relationship between both approaches and both sides needed 
to carry out some additional tasks to be able to link the location information. At NLE specialists 
created a preliminary mapping table between the place names used in their system and the NAE 
ontology, a similar task was also carried out in NAE (references to NLE place names were added to the 
NAE ontology). 

While searching for suitable solutions to the differences the following ideas were also discussed: 

Idea 1: Searching for one-to-one best match between NAE and NLE place names. 

Practice: Place names in NLE dataset can be used for resource-tagging in two different meanings: 
exact term in place name hierarchy (‘Tartu’ = city); or in broader meaning if place name level (type 
word) is not specified (‘Tartu’ can be used for ‘Tartu vald’, ‘Tartu linn’ etc.). Exact match between NAE 
and NLE place names is impossible as NLE can refer to different NAE place depending on objects date 
and meaning probability. For example, if an NLE postcard is related with ‘Tartu’ in NLE ontology, then 
postcard dates must also be consulted to select proper match in NAE place names (where ‘Tartu linn’ 
exists four times under four different time periods and also ‘Tartu maakond’, ‘Tartu vald’, ‘Tartu 
rajoon’, ‘Tartu külanõukogu’). 

http://ems.elnet.ee/tais.php?sona_id=131744&sess=0&valim=&lkeel=2
http://www.eha.ee/labs/haldusyksused/index.php/unit/index?id=10924110
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Test: Building queries that ensure such best match was too sophisticated and quality of such matches 
was questionable. Manual quality control work would have been substantial and the scenario was 
abandoned. 

Idea 2: Matching many-to-many. A place name in NLE ontology refers to several place names in NAE 
ontology and vice-versa. No misleading simplifications are made for user’s view. 

Practice: Too sophisticated data preparation queries and SPARQL implementation are required to 
ensure such solution. Task simplification is needed. 

Idea 3: Matching one-to-many. A place name in NLE ontology refers to several place names in NAE 
ontology. 

Practice: One additional simplification and loss of some quality are needed – to display NLE place 
names on map, coordinates of only one match must be used from NAE ontology, i.e. the newest and 
nearest local administrative hierarchy. The result structure is shown in Figure 2 below. 

 
FIGURE 2. RELATIONSHIPS IN THE RDF FILES. 

Based on these discussions the final RDF files were created as visible in the examples below (the 
example draws on the city of Tallinn).  

Photo data structure example in NAE RDF/XML 

<rdfs:description rdf:about="http://www.ra.ee/fotis/index.php?type=2&amp;id=5146"> 
   <dc:source>EAA.402.5.2051.51</dc:source> 
   <dc:title xml:lang="et">Kohvik Kadriorus Luigetiigi ümbruses? (Schweickerti 

salong)</dc:title> 
   <foaf:thumbnail rdf:resource="http://www.ra.ee/fotis/thumbnail.php?id=5146"/> 
   <dc:agent rdf:resource="http://www.ra.ee" dc:title="National Archives of Estonia"/> 
   <dc:type>photo</dc:type> 
   <dc:format>18 x 24 cm</dc:format> 
   <dc:format xml:lang="et">must-valge</dc:format> 
   <foaf:based_near rdf:resource= 

"http://www.eha.ee/labs/haldusyksused/index.php/unit/view?id=10990363"/> 
</rdfs:description> 
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Place name data structure example in NAE RDF/XML 

Note that below the same reference to a NLE place name [see rdfs:seeAlso] exists for every three NAE 
recordx about ‘Tallinn city’ from different time periods. 

<rdfs:description 
rdf:about="http://www.eha.ee/labs/haldusyksused/index.php/unit/view?id=10990363"> 
   <rdfs:isDefinedBy rdf:resource= 

"http://www.eha.ee/labs/haldusyksused/index.php/unit/view?id=10990363"/> 
   <rdfs:IsPartOf rdf:resource= 

"http://www.eha.ee/labs/haldusyksused/index.php/unit/view?id=10923682" dc:title="Harju"/> 
   <dc:title>Tallinn</dc:title> 
   <dc:alternative xml:lang="de">Reval</dc:alternative> 
   <dc:alternative>Revel</dc:alternative> 
   <dc:type xml:lang="et">linn</dc:type> 
   <dc:type xml:lang="en">city/town</dc:type> 
   <rdfs:seeAlso rdf:resource="http://ems.elnet.ee/teenus.php?sona=Tallinn&amp;amp;vorming=X" 

dc:title="EMS"/> 
   <dc:location> 
      <rdf:seq> 
      <rdf:li geo:lat="59.35" geo:long="24.54"/> 
      <rdf:li geo:lat="59.59" geo:long="24.54"/> 
      <rdf:li geo:lat="59.59" geo:long="24.93"/> 
      <rdf:li geo:lat="59.35" geo:long="24.93"/> 
      <rdf:li geo:lat="59.35" geo:long="24.54"/> 
      </rdf:seq> 
   </dc:location> 
   <dc_period:start rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#date">1248-01-

01</dc_period:start> 
   <dc_period:end rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#date">1917-01-

01</dc_period:end> 
</rdfs:description> 
  
<rdfs:description 

rdf:about="http://www.eha.ee/labs/haldusyksused/index.php/unit/view?id=10927353"> 
   <rdfs:isDefinedBy rdf:resource= 

"http://www.eha.ee/labs/haldusyksused/index.php/unit/view?id=10927353"/> 
   <rdfs:IsPartOf rdf:resource="http://www.eha.ee/labs/haldusyksused/index.php/unit/view?id=7" 

dc:title="Eesti"/> 
   <dc:title>Tallinn</dc:title> 
   <dc:type xml:lang="et">linn</dc:type> 
   <dc:type xml:lang="en">city/town</dc:type> 
   <rdfs:seeAlso rdf:resource="http://ems.elnet.ee/teenus.php?sona=Tallinn&amp;amp;vorming=X" 

dc:title="EMS"/> 
   <dc:location> 
   <rdf:seq> 
      <rdf:li geo:lat="59.35" geo:long="24.47"/> 
      <rdf:li geo:lat="59.60" geo:long="24.47"/> 
      <rdf:li geo:lat="59.60" geo:long="24.98"/> 
      <rdf:li geo:lat="59.35" geo:long="24.98"/> 
      <rdf:li geo:lat="59.35" geo:long="24.47"/> 
      </rdf:seq> 
   </dc:location> 
   <dc_period:start rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#date">1950-01-

01</dc_period:start> 
   <dc_period:end rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#date">1991-01-

01</dc_period:end> 
</rdfs:description> 
  
<rdfs:description rdf:about= 

"http://www.eha.ee/labs/haldusyksused/index.php/unit/view?id=10933584"> 
   <rdfs:isDefinedBy rdf:resource= 

"http://www.eha.ee/labs/haldusyksused/index.php/unit/view?id=10933584"/> 
   <rdfs:IsPartOf rdf:resource= 

"http://www.eha.ee/labs/haldusyksused/index.php/unit/view?id=10923980" dc:title="Harju"/> 
   <dc:title>Tallinn</dc:title> 
   <dc:type xml:lang="et">linn</dc:type> 
   <dc:type xml:lang="en">city/town</dc:type> 
   <rdfs:seeAlso rdf:resource="http://ems.elnet.ee/teenus.php?sona=Tallinn&amp;amp;vorming=X" 

dc:title="EMS"/> 
   <dc:location> 
   <rdf:seq> 
      <rdf:li geo:lat="59.35" geo:long="24.54"/> 
      <rdf:li geo:lat="59.59" geo:long="24.54"/> 
      <rdf:li geo:lat="59.59" geo:long="24.93"/> 
      <rdf:li geo:lat="59.35" geo:long="24.93"/> 
      <rdf:li geo:lat="59.35" geo:long="24.54"/> 
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      </rdf:seq> 
   </dc:location> 
   <dc_period:start rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#date">1991-01-

01</dc_period:start> 
</rdfs:description> 

  
Postcard data structure example in NLE RDF/XML 

<rdfs:description rdf:about="http://www.digar.ee/id/nlib-digar:69384"> 
   <foaf:thumbnail rdf:resource="http://www.digar.ee/arhiiv/nlib-digar:69384?thumb=1" /> 
   <dc:agent rdf:resource="http://www.nlib.ee" dc:title="National Library of Estonia"/> 
   <dc:title>Das schöne Ostland : Alt-Reval</dc:title> 
   <foaf:person> 
   <dc:creator> 
      <foaf:name>Stavenhagen, Wilhelm Siegfried</foaf:name> 
      <rdfs:comment xml:lang="et">1814-1881, kunstnik</rdfs:comment> 
   </dc:creator> 
   </foaf:person> 
   <foaf:person> 
   <dc:creator> 
      <foaf:name>Kirchhoff, Richard C. E.</foaf:name> 
      <rdfs:comment xml:lang="et">1896-1972, fotograaf</rdfs:comment> 
   </dc:creator> 
   </foaf:person> 
   <dc:format>10,3 x 14,5 cm </dc:format> 
   <dc:format xml:lang="et">ühevärv.</dc:format> 
   <rdfs:SeeAlso rdf:resource="http://tallinn.ester.ee/xrecord=b2619101" dc:title="ESTER 

Tallinn"/> 
   <dc:issued rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#date">1942</dc:issued> 
   <dc:type xml:lang="et">postkaart</dc:type> 
   <dc:type xml:lang="en">postcard</dc:type> 
   <dc:publisher>Deutsche Verlags- und Druckerei-Ges.</dc:publisher> 
   <dc:IsPartOf dc:collection="http://www.digar.ee/id/nlib-digar:65424" dc:title="Das schöne 

Ostland"/> 
   <dc:IsPartOf dc:collection="http://www.digar.ee/id/nlib-digar:64729" dc:title="Eesti"/><!-- 

Das schöne Ostland kuulub koll-i Eesti--> 
   <foaf:based_near rdf:resource="http://ems.elnet.ee/tais.php?sona_id=136193"/> 
   <foaf:based_near rdf:resource="http://ems.elnet.ee/tais.php?sona_id=131944"/> 
</rdfs:description> 

  
Place name data structure example of NLE RDF/XML 

<rdfs:description rdf:about="http://ems.elnet.ee/tais.php?sona_id=131944"> 
   <rdfs:isDefinedBy rdf:resource="http://ems.elnet.ee/teenus.php?sona=Tallinn&amp;vorming=X"/> 
   <dc:title>Tallinn</dc:title> 
   <dc:alternative>Kolõvan</dc:alternative> 
   <dc:alternative>Lindanise</dc:alternative> 
   <dc:alternative>Reval</dc:alternative> 
   <dc:IsPartOf rdf:resource="http://ems.elnet.ee/teenus.php?sona=Eesti&amp;vorming=X"/> 
   <dc:IsPartOf rdf:resource="http://ems.elnet.ee/teenus.php?sona=Harjumaa&amp;vorming=X"/> 
</rdfs:description> 

With the applied solution some work-arounds were also necessary to have the RDF’s supported by the 
Virtuoso triple store which was used for the Estonian demonstrator.  

The first work-around was about the RDF representation of relationships. Initially the idea was to 
describe Relationships between resources and places in form of literal string identifier as visualised in 
this example:  

   in resource RDF: <foaf:based_near rdf:resource="EMS134128"/> 
   in place name RDF: <rdfs:description rdfs:id="EMS134128"> 

However, since Virtuoso does not support other relationship forms than URLs, the RDF had to be 
changed to the following format: 

   in resource RDF: <foaf:based_near rdf:resource="http:\..."/> 
   in place name RDF: <rdfs:description rdf:about="http:\..."> 

Another issue came up with the RDF’s representation of geographical coordinates in the place name 
ontology. Initially the idea was to use the literal strings of polygon / bounding box coordinates of 
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places as defined by the Open GIS Consortium namespace since this is the most compact format for 
representing polygons: 

   <ogc:asWKT rdf:datatype="http://www.opengis.net/rdf#WKTLiteral"> 
    http://www.opengis.net/def/crs/OGC/1.3/crs84 
    Polygon((59.35 24.47, 59.60 24.47, 59.60 24.98, 59.35 24.98, 59.35 24.47)) 
   </ogc:asWKT> 

However, Virtuoso does not support polygons, nor ogc:asWKT namespace and syntax, only point-
geometry with “geo=http://www.w3.org/2003/01/geo/wgs84_pos#” namespace is supported. Thus 
the geospatial queries of Virtuoso were not usable in our data context. Finally the format had to be 
changed into: 

       <dc:location> 
       <rdf:seq> 
           <rdf:li geo:lat="57.51" geo:long="21.79"/> 
           <rdf:li geo:lat="59.80" geo:long="21.79"/> 
           <rdf:li geo:lat="59.80" geo:long="28.22"/> 
           <rdf:li geo:lat="57.51" geo:long="28.22"/> 
           <rdf:li geo:lat="57.51" geo:long="21.79"/> 
       </rdf:seq> 
       </dc:location> 

The resulting mapping can be regarded as only a first draft; significant harmonisation and work on the 
quality of mapping will be needed to have a higher quality solution. On the positive side we were able 
to see that delivering a first proof-of-concept LOD application does not need full quality of the data 
and workarounds are available. 

FINDING HELPFUL TOOLS 

Creating LOD involves quite a few technical details that require significant attention but a number of 
tools are available that simplify the tasks. Our recommendation is to look at two main categories of 
tools that bring most benefits to LOD initiatives: 

● RDF validators: great tools for automatically validating first RDF models and their subsequent 
updates. The tools chosen by use were from http://www.w3.org/RDF/Validator/ and 
http://www.rdfabout.com/demo/validator/. Both yielded successful results, allowing us to find 
errors very easily and streamline the models in general. 

● NER (Named Entity Recognition) and NLP (Natural Language Processing) tools: the language 
technology is maturing and new tools have emerged for comparing your data with ontologies 
and creating preliminary mappings automatically. These tools can significantly reduce the time 
needed for improving data quality. There are not that many tools available for the Estonian 
language so we had to skip the use of NER/NLP for the current demonstrator. OpenRefine59 is a 
popular tool in the LOD community but other tools are also available.60 

OTHER TECHNICAL ASPECTS 

Like any new technology component, so require the use and management of RDF/XML and triple 
stores as well as writing SPARQL queries new skills and know-how. The standards do not describe how 
the RDF and SPARQL should be implemented specific software applications. For example, we found 
that the RDF model that was fully valid according to the W3C RDF validator could not be uploaded to 
the Virtuoso triple store and required some updates to the syntax (i.e. the syntax described in the RDF 
standard was not fully supported by Virtuoso). 

                                                                 
59 http://openrefine.org/ 
60 http://www.digitisation.eu/tools-survey/index-coc (look for the keywords NLP and NER) 

http://www.opengis.net/def/crs/OGC/1.3/crs84
http://www.w3.org/2003/01/geo/wgs84_pos
http://www.w3.org/RDF/Validator/
http://www.rdfabout.com/demo/validator/
http://www.rdfabout.com/demo/validator/
http://www.rdfabout.com/demo/validator/
http://openrefine.org/
http://www.digitisation.eu/tools-survey/index-coc
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The implementation of sending coordinate information to the demonstrator was problematic. While 
initially we planned to use the Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC) namespace to be queried and sent 
to the demonstrator it turned out that Virtuoso does not support such semantics and we had to 
change to using W3C basic-geo namespace (wgs84_pos) instead. This also posed the issue that only 
point geometry is supported by Virtuoso spatial functions (instead of polygon geometry of NAE place 
names). 

ORGANISATIONAL ASPECTS  

Last but not least, cross-organisational planning and management processes are an important 
component of the interoperability that LOD services create. Already the term “Linked Open Data” 
itself implies linking with external parties and therefore good relations with other key data owners 
should be established. Cross-organisational working groups are a useful method for discussing and 
harmonising the use of semantic resources (e.g., controlled vocabularies, ontologies), creation of LOD 
and mash-up applications in your region or professional community. The organisational links also 
ensure that you will not be alone in the process with the risk of no one being able or willing to reuse 
and link to your data. 
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NATIONAL ARCHIVES OF ICELAND 
Over the years National Archives of Iceland (NAI) has had a number of projects that aim at transferring 
data from paper archives to databases thus making the data searchable and accessible. Among the 
collections that have been made available are church books (parish records), censuses and 
information from judge books. 

When we were deciding what data to use for our demonstrator we looked at those databases that we 
already have. We had 13 databases of census data which was our first obstacle. When the project 
started in 2007 the priority was to digitize and make the censuses available online to enhance access 
to them. At that time the aim was not to link them all together and therefore each census is in a 
separate database. One reason for this was that over the years the censuses changed, so not every 
census database holds exactly the same data. 

The first census taken in Iceland is from 1703 (see Figure 3). The next census was taken only in 1835 
and then on every five years until 1860. After that it was every ten years until 1920. Even though the 
censuses from 1703 to 1920 do not hold the exact same data on individuals there are some fields that 

are common through all of them. First 
there are names of every individual and 
information about places, e.g. farm 
name, what parish it is in and what 
county. Then there is information on 
individual’s household position, their 
gender and age. We thought that linking 
those fields together throughout the 13 
databases would be extremely 
beneficial, both to enhance access and 
improve research possibilities. 

The problem we faced in this task was 
that every individual did not have a 
unique ID so we would have to link every 
individual manually through the 
databases. The record linkage between 
databases was hindered by the fact that 
data had been keyed into databases 
exactly as it had been written in the 
census enumerators’ books so there are 
different spellings of individuals’ names. 

It was clear that for the demo in this 
project it would be impossible to link the 
entire collection of 13 databases 
together so a sampling technique was 
applied. The example data is linked 
together and can be seen in the demo. 
The linking of all data in all databases is a 

separate project that requires more time on and could possibly become a crowdsourcing project.  

FIGURE 3. THE 1703 CENSUS OF ICELAND (ÞÍ. RENTUKAMMER. 1928/11. D1/2, 
ÖRK 1. MANNTALIÐ 1703. SNÆFELLSNESSÝSLA). 
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The parish registers where another project at the National Archives similar to the census project. It 
started in 2011 and is still ongoing. The goal was to form and document key information like name, 
age, gender, address and status of each individual in the parish registries. Today we have 1.2 million 
entries of total of approximately 9 million entries, that is 237 books have been processed out of 1500. 
The key information in parish registries has remained the same over time and the data is entered into 
a single database, unlike the case of censuses that each required a separate database. There is an 
overlap in fields between the parish register and census databases which made it easier to link them 
together. 

Another database we were interested in using was the judge book database. This database contains 
information about cases that came before a judge in each county from the early 17th century to the 
beginning of the 20th century and it is used as an index for the judge books. The project is still ongoing 
and the database is far from being complete. But so far we have entered data from 5 counties out of 
20. The database can be searched for person’s name, where the court ruling took place, farm names 
and their counties and a summary of the case. 

Our intention was to link the judge book database with the census databases through persons and 
places. This would provide information about persons in censuses that were also involved in any court 
cases. Since the books are from the early 17th century to the beginning of the 20th century the 
information is open to everybody. The Icelandic information act states that personal information is 
closed for 80 years so there was no problem with providing access and linking that information 
together. 

The project was to map these three databases together – the 13 databases of census data, one 
database with parish register data and one of judge book data. The first step was to find out what 
fields they had in common. The conclusion was that all databases describe individuals and places. The 
judge book database also describes events that are linked with individuals and places. With that 
information we started to build a database that was abstract enough that we could record basic 
information from each entry in all three types of databases. 

COLLECTING DATA 

When selecting what data or datasets you want to use restrictions on publishing the data must be 
considered. Most countries have legislation that prohibits putting personal information into public 
domain and establish restrictions on publishing sensitive data. It is important to analyse whether the 
chosen dataset contains sensitive personal information and whether it can be made public.  

In the Icelandic scenario we used census data and data from judge books that would normally be 
restricted according to the Personal Rights Act (no. 77/2000) and the National Archive Act (no. 
66/1985). The Personal Rights Act defines what is considered to be personal information and should 
be prohibited from public access. For instance information about person's health, political or religion 
views, ethnicity and if a person has been accused or convicted of a felony is considered to be delicate 
personal information that should be kept private. There is however a time limit on how long the 
information should be kept private and after 80 years from the time the document was created it is 
open to the public according to the National Archives Act. The information in censuses is restricted by 
the National Archives Act only for 50 years. The exception to this rule is that persons can always access 
information about themselves.  
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Since the data used in the Icelandic scenario was well over these time limits we were free to make 
that data open to the public. 

The immediate challenge for the demonstrator was the fact that data was not normalized. To work 
around this problem a table was created where the official name according to modern spelling was 
listed for individuals, places and events. Every occurrence of set record was then listed in the 
appropriate connection table and thus making every version of how the names were spelled available.  

In the beginning we had to make a script for every entry to be imported to the database and record 
where handpicked and manually listed in set database. That is both time consuming and unsystematic. 
Therefore a little application was made to collect data manually from different databases. The idea is 
that later the application function can be used in a crowd sourcing project to collect data from NAI 
websites, allowing users to search and link together information on a person, place and/or event that 
can then be displayed in the demonstrator. 

Also three connection tables where made where individuals are connected with places, individuals to 
events and places to events. In this stage there was not connection made between individuals but that 
is a possibility on later stages and would possibly be an asset for genealogists. Since the data is for 
now only available inside the NAI or through a VPN connection to the NAI servers it was hard to test 
this possible user involvement in collecting data and because of that the NAI demonstrator has very 
limited entries. 

PROCESSING THE DATA 

RDF-mapping was used to prepare the data so it would be possible to use SPARQL queries.61 The 
advantage of using RDF mapping with relational database is that the information can be updated 
without having to upload new RDF records. In that process we had to explore the technical feasibility 
of creating an ontology for the database and how we could query it using Semantic Web technologies. 
We decided to create a Proof of Concept whereby we mapped a relational database into RDF using 
Turtle, which we then fed into Openlink’s Viruoso Server. 

Through this we gained the ability – by way of a web-service exposed by Virtuoso – to query the 
relational database using SPARQL and receive a response suitable to our needs (JSON in our case). 
Given the scope of the project we decided against using existing ontologies for the first trial run, as it 
would have introduced unnecessary complexity into the mapping made in Virtuoso, and since we 
were aiming for a proof of concept we deemed it unwise at the time. On the other hand, given the 
entities involved in the database (people, places and events), we believed it would be well served by 
existing ontologies and recommend these be integrated in future iterations. 

This method was successful except for a problem with encryption of the data in Virtuoso. That should 
be relatively easy to solve by encrypting the data so they would appear as they should. 

DISPLAY OF DATA 

To display the data an interface was created and a business logic tier which sent in search a query and 
sent back the search results through SPARQL. The interface62 was programed in c# and used 
dotNetRdf63 to connect with the data.   

                                                                 
61 See: http://virtuoso.openlinksw.com/dataspace/doc/dav/wiki/Main/VirtRdb2RDFViewsGeneration 
62 http://grusk.skjalasafn.is 
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The connection tables in the joint database (the demonstrator) were made from “individuals”, 
“places” and “events” and we tried to make it so that it would be easy to input entries from those 15 
databases already available and also from databases that might be created in later projects. The links 
between the census/parish record databases to judge book database can be of two kinds. We can 
have hard linked data where the link is directly to individual or place, or we can have soft linked data 
where the individual is mentioned in the subject matter of the entry and then linked to an entry in the 
census and parish record databases. Every entry can be linked with external informations like pictures, 
video, google maps and other websites. Then linking tables were created to show relations between 
“individuals”, “places” and “events”.  

  

                                                                                                                                                                                                           
63 See: http://www.dotnetrdf.org/content.asp?pageID=Home 
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NATIONAL ARCHIVES OF SWEDEN 
The National Archives of Sweden created a demonstrator solution that uses 1760 census data and 
building permits from 1713-1874 from Stockholm.64 These two datasets have a common connection 
via information on city blocks. The people in the census records were registered based on which city 
block they were living in. The building permits include information on what city block they apply to. 
The main purpose of the demonstrator is to plot the persons and building permits in their respective 
blocks on a digital map of Stockholm.  

CLEANING THE DATA 

As discussed above many software products can be used for cleaning data. In this case MS Excel was 
used. It is a well-known software tool that many people are familiar with and it contains a number of 
useful features also for starting an LOD project. In addition to data import and export tools it also has 
other user-friendly features, like the data sorting and search/replace capabilities, setting functions on 
individual data fields, etc. These functions contain logical operators and can be copied in optional 
ways to be applied on other data fields. All together this offers a rudimental programming ability that 
can be used with the data. Other, for example Open Spreadsheet programs have similar options. 

The data in this example is the census 1760 from Stockholm (see Figure 4). The data has been 
crowdsourced with just a few rules. A single person can be registered in a row with a few fields that 
correspond to columns in the original paper documents. The place (city block) where the person was 
living, was not added as column because they occur as extra heading lines somewhere on a page when 
one block was finished and a new started. The blocks have also been registered through 
crowdsourcing in that way and have been recorded in the database as extra lines that do not use all 
columns. Occasionally the block had been noted for each person in an extra comments column 
“anmärkning” / ”Ovrigt”. An additional problem was discovered to be that the order of lines in the 
database does not always correspond to the original order in records.  

                                                                 
64 http://130.240.234.101/yeah-sthlm/ 

FIGURE 4. ORIGINAL RECORD FROM THE 1760 STOCKHOLM CENSUS. 

http://130.240.234.101/yeah-sthlm/
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Här kan du registrera in uppgifter  

Titel? 
 

Förnamn 
 

Efternamn Anmärkning  

Dessa uppgifter är registrerade  
Gardessold: Magnus Sandberg     
Gardessoldaten Swen Sandahl     
Kläddrängsänkan Cattarina Lindström     
Tobaksarbetaren Carl Falck     
Ordinarie Mätaren Martin Orling     
Drängen Mats Berg     
Dottern Anna Lisa       
Skoflickaren mäster Matias Skog     
Murgesällen Carl Roswall     
Son Jean       
Dottern Anna       
Murgesällen Jonas Hasselbom     
      Kvarteret Kakelverket   
      Qvarterett Kakelwärckett   
Gardessoldatsänkan Anna Berg     
Skomakaregesällen Nils Edström     

FIGURE 5. CROWDSOURCING WEB INTERFACE AND REGISTRATION FORM FOR THE SAME RECORD. 

To start working with the data it should be in Excel. If there are no initial excel-file the data may easily 
be imported from a file in delimited format. The first useful action was to add extra columns to the 
table to be able to restore different sorting orders. To sort the data in different ways is often required 
for further manipulations but it is often later necessary to restore the original order. Adding an extra 
column for a sequential order number is a simple solution for this. Such serial numbers can be created 
in many columns to allow for different sorting orders. In Figure 7 below columns 1 and 10 contain such 
serial numbers. 

Id Titel Fornamn Efternamn Ovrigt Bildfil
6260 Skomakaregesällen Nils Edström M176009010075.JPG
6261 Gardessoldatsänkan Anna Berg  M176009010075.JPG

24109 Qvarterett Kakelwärckett M176009010075.JPG
24320 Kvarteret Kakelverket M176009010075.JPG
29007 Murgesällen Jonas Hasselbom  M176009010075.JPG
29008 Dottern Anna  M176009010075.JPG
29009 Son Jean  M176009010075.JPG
29010 Murgesällen Carl Roswall  M176009010075.JPG
29011 Skoflickaren mäster Matias Skog  M176009010075.JPG
29012 Dottern Anna Lisa  M176009010075.JPG
29013 Drängen Mats Berg  M176009010075.JPG
29014 Ordinarie Mätaren Martin Orling  M176009010075.JPG
29015 Tobaksarbetaren Carl Falck  M176009010075.JPG
29016 Kläddrängsänkan Cattarina Lindström  M176009010075.JPG
29017 Gardessoldaten Swen Sandahl  M176009010075.JPG
29018 Gardessold: Magnus Sandberg  M176009010075.JPG

FIGURE 6. REGISTERED DATA FROM THE SAME RECORD IMPORTED TO MS EXCEL. 
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In the crowd-sourced data it was possible to distinguish the registered blocks by their rows that had 
no data in the columns for personal name (the third and fourth row in Figure 6 above). By sorting the 
data by the name columns these rows were placed together in the beginning or end. There were some 
additional rows not containing data in the name column and not being blocks. But by adding another 
column as extra sorting order the rows with block-names were easily separated.  

The block-names were placed in a new extra column, column 6 in Figure 7 below, and the original 
sorting order was restored (i.e. the sorting order of the pages in the original census books using 
column 10). Yet another new column, 7, was created where each person-row got the same block-
name as above if a new block-name did not occur in column 6. It was achieved with a simple MS Excel 
IF-function. The column 7 became the main block identification column.  

The following task was the most time consuming. The whole data file was checked for consistency of 
persons being assigned to blocks. Since the crowd-sourced person-rows did not have a strict order it 
was not always possible to tell whether persons on a page belonged to different blocks. In a new 
column a marker was created for the occurrence of a new block to easily find these pages, created 
with a simple IF-function. 

When reaching an original page with a new block marker there were two main alternatives. If the 
block was noted by the volunteers doing the data entry in the “anmärkning”/”Ovrigt”-column, the 
block-name in the new block-name column had to be checked (column 8 and 7 on Figure 7) and where 
necessary corrected. If there was no block-name in the column 8 the actual image copy of the original 
census page had to be checked on the web. This checking took considerable time as it required 
reading the old and varying handwriting in the original document. This also often caused corrections in 
the new block-name column. In Figure 8 below it can be seen how the block had to be change to 
“Italien” for some person. 

Other, out of place information about block-names was also checked using the original census 
material. For example there were small lists of all blocks in an individual parish that had been entered 
by the volunteers, but these were missing some blocks which led to further corrections in the data. 
Having created a table with a block-name for each person-row the next step was cleaning and 
normalizing the block names. For this, a separate table was created with just the block names. Using 
the serial number (column 10) the normalised names can always be matched back at a later stage. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Urspr_o Id Titel Fornamn EfternamnKvarter_fr_ Kvarter_genereraOvrigt Bildfil #Bf_Id

10059 6260 SkomakareNils Edström  Kv. Italien M1760090100 14829
10075 6261 GardessoldAnna Berg  Kv. Italien  M1760090100 14830
24057 24109 Qvarterett K Qvarterett KakelwäQvarterett KM1760090100 14831
24273 24320 Kvarteret KaKvarteret KakelverKvarteret KaM1760090100 14832
28941 29007 Murgesälle Jonas Hasselbom Kvarteret Kakelver M1760090100 14833
28942 29008 Dottern Anna  Kvarteret Kakelver M1760090100 14834
28943 29009 Son Jean  Kvarteret Kakelver M1760090100 14835
28944 29010 Murgesälle Carl Roswall  Kvarteret Kakelver M1760090100 14836
28969 29011 Skoflickare  Matias Skog  Kvarteret Kakelver M1760090100 14837
28945 29012 Dottern Anna Lisa  Kvarteret Kakelver M1760090100 14838
28946 29013 Drängen Mats Berg  Kvarteret Kakelver M1760090100 14839
28947 29014 Ordinarie MMartin Orling  Kvarteret Kakelver M1760090100 14840
28948 29015 TobaksarbeCarl Falck  Kvarteret Kakelver M1760090100 14841
28949 29016 KläddrängsCattarina Lindström  Kvarteret Kakelver M1760090100 14842
28970 29017 GardessoldSwen Sandahl  Kvarteret Kakelver M1760090100 14843
28971 29018 GardessoldMagnus Sandberg  Kvarteret Kakelver M1760090100 14844

Figure Y2: Added new columns   FIGURE 7. DATA WITH NEW ADDED COLUMNS. 
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As the block names was taken from the original spellings that had been entered by the volunteers, the 
block-names often contained a prefix meaning the word block, in Swedish “kvarter”. A lot of variant 

forms of this occurred, like “Kvarteret”, “Kv.”, “Kv”, “Qvarteret”, “Qvarterett”, “Qv.” and “Qv”. These 
could quite easily be removed using the search and replace function in MS Excel. By sorting and 
resorting based on the block column the different variant spellings were quite easily found. In Figure 
8, column 7 “Kv.” has been taken away from block ”Italien”. 

DATA NORMALISATION 

The next task was normalization of block-names to a single spelling. But what spelling should be used? 
Ideally, all variant spellings in the source data could be linked with other datasets, but relying on 
modern spelling was an easier choice that was used in the demonstrator because the other source - 
building permits – had mostly already been normalized to modern spelling. 

Normalising a concept for matching, such as block-names from different 
sources, requires comparison of the spellings used in the datasets. The 
variant spellings from both datasets can be copied to a new dataset but 
using only one row for each block-name’s spelling. This can easily be 
created with the ‘unique distinct list’ feature in MS Excel.65 

Data originating from different datasets can be for example colour-coded 
(see Figure 9) to keep track of the source. Once merged into a single 
column and sorted alphabetically, the data normalisation becomes mostly 
an editing job. The different spellings of block-names are easy to spot and 
the colour identifies the originating dataset for deciding which spelling to 
use as a standard. 

The changing of data (block-names) can be done either by copying the 
standardised spelling across the cells with variant spelling, or with using 

                                                                 
65 See http://www.get-digital-help.com/2009/03/30/how-to-extract-a-unique-list-and-the-duplicates-in-excel-

from-one-column/#advfilter for details. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Urspr_o Id Titel Fornamn EfternamnKvarter_no Kvarter_genereraOvrigt Bildfil #Bf_Id

10059 6260 SkomakareNils Edström Italien Italien M1760090100 14829
10075 6261 GardessoldAnna Berg Italien Italien M1760090100 14830
24057 24109 Qvarterett KM1760090100 14831
24273 24320 Kvarteret KaM1760090100 14832
28941 29007 Murgesälle Jonas HasselbomItalien Italien M1760090100 14833
28942 29008 Dottern Anna Italien Italien M1760090100 14834
28943 29009 Son Jean Italien Italien M1760090100 14835
28944 29010 Murgesälle Carl Roswall Italien Italien M1760090100 14836
28969 29011 Skoflickare  Matias Skog SåpsjudarenHäckelverket M1760090100 14837
28945 29012 Dottern Anna Lisa SåpsjudarenHäckelverket M1760090100 14838
28946 29013 Drängen Mats Berg SåpsjudarenHäckelverket M1760090100 14839
28947 29014 Ordinarie MMartin Orling SåpsjudarenHäckelverket M1760090100 14840
28948 29015 TobaksarbeCarl Falck SåpsjudarenHäckelverket M1760090100 14841
28949 29016 KläddrängsCattarina Lindström SåpsjudarenHäckelverket M1760090100 14842
28970 29017 GardessoldSwen Sandahl SåpsjudarenHäckelverket M1760090100 14843
28971 29018 GardessoldMagnus Sandberg SåpsjudarenHäckelverket M1760090100 14844

Siöhästen
Siökalfven
Siökalfwen
Siöman
Siörahn
Siöråhn
Sjöboden
Sjöfarten
Sjöhästen
Sjöhästen
Sjöhästen
Sjöhästen
Sjökalfven
Sjökalven
Sjökalven
Sjökalven

FIGURE 8. DATA NORMALISATION. 

FIGURE 9. COLOUR-CODED 
BLOCK-NAMES FROM DIFFERENT 
DATASETS. 

http://www.get-digital-help.com/2009/03/30/how-to-extract-a-unique-list-and-the-duplicates-in-excel-from-one-column/#advfilter
http://www.get-digital-help.com/2009/03/30/how-to-extract-a-unique-list-and-the-duplicates-in-excel-from-one-column/#advfilter
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the search and replace function.  

The issue of data normalisation is connected to choosing an ontology and controlled vocabularies for 
the LOD and should be done in conjunction with the latter. Different datasets can have different 
spellings for the same type of information, or names that change over time. Alternative name forms 
need to be stored and matched in these cases and RDF offers ways to store alternative names. In our 
example a case like this can be seen in Figure 7 where the original block-name “Kakelverket” was a 
misunderstanding by the volunteer doing the data entry and should have been spelled as 
“Häckelverket” as seen in column 7. However, Häckelverket is a historic name for that region that 
today is called Såpsjudaren, which is seen in column 6 that was ultimately used for the linking.  

WORKING WITH OPEN REFINE TO CONVERT DATA INTO RDF 

Data in the example below is from the City Archives of Stockholm in Sweden and is also being used in 
the Swedish demonstrator for the YEAH! project.66 One part of the data consists of old building 
permits from 1700-1859. The permits have been scanned as JPEG images. The image description 
metadata is stored in a database. The metadata consist of information that has been transcribed from 
the actual permit itself. The transcription from source records into the database was made by 
Archive’s staff members.67 This dataset was converted into LOD using the Open Refine software tool. 

Using Open Refine is straightforward – it requires a client that can be downloaded68 and installed for 
free, and its RDF extension.69 Useful technical guidance is available at the Open Refine website along 
with instruction videos on how to get started with using the tool. 

The experience of the YEAH! project is that Open Refine is a very good tool for converting historic data 
into RDF. With the RDF extension installed, it was easy to migrate from delimited CSV files to RDF/XML 
files. For the building permissions data we started by importing the data into Open Refine. The dataset 
was an exported dump from an MSSQL database as one CSV file consisting of all relevant columns that 
we wanted to publish. 

CREATING IDS 

Our analysis of the data suggested three different subjects that we could expose to LOD: the building 
permission in itself, the client/person who had ordered it, and the architect behind it. Therefore, we 
constructed three different IDs to be used for the three subjects. 

Starting with the subject URI for the building permission we first of all had our controlled domain 
www.ldb-centrum.se/yeah followed by a folder name70 indicating the building permission records and 
then finally an ID for each record (i.e. each permit). The resulting URI that identifies one building 
permission should look like this: http://www.ldb-centrum.se/yeah/Bygglov/1. 

IDs were also needed for client persons and architects. This was done by adding a column based on 
the ID column for the building permission and then adding a number that could not be identical to the 
building permission ID. In Open Refine we selected the arrow next to the building permission ID 

                                                                 
66 http://130.240.234.101/yeah-sthlm/  
67 http://www.ssa.stockholm.se/Anvand-arkiven/Kartor-och-ritningar/Bygglovshandlingar-1700-1874/Register-
over-aldre-bygglovshandlingar-i-Stockholms-stadsarkiv/ 
68 http://openrefine.org/ 
69 http://refine.deri.ie/ 
70 The name of the folder is “Bygglov” which in Swedish means building permit. 

http://www.ldb-centrum.se/yeah/Bygglov/1
http://130.240.234.101/yeah-sthlm/
http://openrefine.org/
http://refine.deri.ie/
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column, “Edit column” and “Add column based on this one”. In the screen that shows up you see the 
current value in the column and in the column that is going to be created. You also have an input form 
where you can write your own expressions in Google Refine Expression Language (Grel). As a default 
the form is filled with the text: “value”. Putting a “+1” after value changes the value in the column that 
is to be created to 2 instead of the first number (1) and so forth. We needed IDs to be unique so we 
added 100000 to each new value. This is because the entire dataset consisted of 11453 Building 
permit IDs starting from 1. By adding 100000+1 we made sure the IDs would be unique and so the first 
ID for a client person became 100001, the second 100002 and so on. The IDs for the architects were 
created in the same way but adding 200000+1 to make sure that all IDs were unique. 

 
FIGURE 10. CREATING A UNIQUE ID FOR EACH RECORD. 

The problem in our data was that using this method of identification we ended up with several clients 
and architects that were the same person but now with several different IDs. With historical records 
we often have just persons’ names to make the decision whether two people with the same name are 
in fact the same person. Unfortunately we had no useful method of programmatically checking this at 
this stage. This work should have been done already when ordering the original permits and 
subsequently transcribing the data, giving the same architect a unique ID and connecting all of his 
buildings to him. One possible solution to match these people and construct new IDs would be 
crowdsourcing, but that was out of the scope of this project. 

USING ON-LINE ONTOLOGIES 

The data for each building permit consists of columns describing its medium (for example paper or rag 
paper), the technique used (for example handwritten or printed), its format (size), what parish, 
building block and road it was located on, a set of different person names found on the permit (among 
them a separate column for the client responsible for ordering the building), the name of the 
architect, a date, a description, the name of the estate and finally a name of the JPEG file that depicts 
the original permit. The collection of digitised building permissions can be browsed on the Stockholm 
City Archives website.71 

For some concepts in the columns mentioned it was quite easy to find online ontologies that had 
descriptions that suited our data but for some we decided to create our own ontology (see below). 
Some data that was about persons could immediately be turned into FOAF,72 this became our main 
ontology for concepts describing name and title. FOAF was used for the names of the client and the 
architect. We could also use the “foaf:depiction” concept to say that the JPEG image was a depiction 
                                                                 
71 http://www2.ssa.stockholm.se/Bildarkiv/Egenproducerat/MOW/150dpi-mow/BN1734-127-150dpi.jpg 
72 http://xmlns.com/foaf/spec/ 
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of the original building permit. In the original data there was also an extra column with some other 
names that had been found on the permission by the archive’s staff when transcribing and organising 
the building permissions data into a database. There was no context of these persons available other 
than that they were found on some of the permissions. We decided that we had to create our own 
concept for these persons in our own ontology. 

For the building permissions’ storage media and format we could use the Dublin Core ontology. For 
parish and road we used the places ontology.73  

This left us with the fact that we had to create our own concepts for the building permission type, the 
different techniques, building block, estate, the architect and the concept of client.  

FACET AND MASS EDIT 

Before launching into creating new ontologies, further tasks for ensuring data quality for publication 
had to be completed. For example blank cells were replaced with textual information that persons’ 
names were unknown. Open Refine has useful tools for sorting and editing data. The first step was to 
facet the different values in the columns which can be done by clicking the arrow next to the column 
name and chose “Facet” and then “text facet”. This lists the different values of the column on the left 
hand side of Open Refine window. In our data we had 7540 “blank” architect names that could be all 
edited at once by highlighting the “(blank)” value and entering the string “Unknown or not registered, 
see original image”. The same procedure was used in the client person column which had 328 blank 
rows.  

 
FIGURE 11. USING FACET SORTING IN OPEN REFINE. 

Another issue with the data was the need to create links to the Stockholm City Archives website and 
the URL of the JPEG image. In the original data there was only the JPEG file name without its URL. 
Fortunately all the images where stored using the same URL syntax 
(http://www2.ssa.stockholm.se/Bildarkiv/Egenproducerat/MOW/150dpi-mow/XXX_imageName.jpg). 
Using Open Refine you can click the arrow next to the column header then choose “Edit column” and 
“Add column based on this one”. Again as your starting point you have “value” filled in the Expression 
box. If you then write: “http://www2.ssa.stockholm.se/Bildarkiv/Egenproducerat/MOW/150dpi-
mow/BN1847-124-150dpi.jpg”+value the URL will turn it into a “prefix” before each “value” in every 
row. The “value” in this case being our jpg file name like “BN1734-127-150dpi.jpg”. This gave us a new 
column with URLs to all of JPEG files on the Stockholm City Archives Website. 

                                                                 
73 http://vocab.org/places/schema.html# 

http://www2.ssa.stockholm.se/Bildarkiv/Egenproducerat/MOW/150dpi-mow/XXX_imageName.jpg
http://www2.ssa.stockholm.se/Bildarkiv/Egenproducerat/MOW/150dpi-mow/BN1847-124-150dpi.jpg
http://www2.ssa.stockholm.se/Bildarkiv/Egenproducerat/MOW/150dpi-mow/BN1847-124-150dpi.jpg
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FIGURE 12. AUTOMATING THE URL CREATION. 

LINKING DATA WITH THE WORLD: EXAMPLE OF DBPEDIA  

One of our aims was to link or “reconcile” our data with DBpedia.74 It was clear early on in the project 
that most of our data did not have Wikipedia or Dbpedia articles written about them, however some 
Stockholm parishes and city blocks did. Further analysis showed that most parishes had articles that 
we could link to, but only articles on city blocks were very scarce. Linking or reconciling is easy in Open 
Refine. Select the arrow on the column you wish to link and choose Reconcile and then point to the 
website you wish to link with. We successfully linked with DBpedia by following a guide at the RDF 
Refine Extension website75 but still had to manually edit some cells which had not been automatically 
matched. This was done by faceting the results and mass editing as described above.  

 
FIGURE 13. CREATING LINKS IN OPEN REFINE. 

Once the data has been linked, they become clickable links that lead to the external site (Dbpedia 
articles in our case, see Figure 13). Next you will need to go into the RDF extension by clicking the 
“RDF” button on the top right within Open Refine and then choose “Edit RDF Skeleton”. Here is where 
you can begin building an RDF data model from your data. 

 

                                                                 
74 http://www.dpbedia.org/ 
75 http://refine.deri.ie/sparqlRecon 
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MODELLING THE RDF SKELETON 

The first task is editing the base URL and changing it to the domain that is under your control as 
explained in step 3 above. The second task is to select any “prefixes” (ontologies) that need to be 
imported; Open Refine offers these as default ontologies: rdfs, foaf, owl xsd, and rdf. We imported the 
Dublin Core76 and the Places Ontology77. Open Refine will automatically import these ontologies by 
simply writing the prefix “dc” for Dublin Core and “place” for the Places Ontology and then moving the 
cursor to the URI field. Should an ontology not be recognised by Open Refine or you would like to 
upload your own vocabulary, it is possible to input a new prefix and URI or upload the ontology file.  

 
FIGURE 14. ADDING AN ONTOLOGY. 

The next task is to enter subject URI and identify its type, e.g. is it a person or a car? The default is the 
row index counter but using IDs of your own data is preferred. Click the “(row index) URI)”-button and 
change it to your ID field and also set the cell content as a URI. Add the RDF:type by clicking the link 
“add rdf:type”. As described above, in our demonstrator we have three separate IDs: the building 
permit, the architect and the client. For the architect and client ID types we selected foaf:person since 
these are persons. This resulted in the following URI: <rdf:type rdf:resource= 
"http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/Person"/>. For the building permit ID there was no other ontology 
available and, therefore, we used our own ontology and imported the concept of “Bygglovstyp” 
(building permit type). That concept now has the following URI: “http://www.ldb-
centrum.se/yeah/SwedishConcepts/20140123/Bygglovstyp” in our ontology. New root nodes can be 
added by clicking “Add another root node” and the new subjects have to now be filled with predicates 
and objects, plus the internal links between subjects. 

On the right hand side of the RDF-skeleton edit view there are columns and buttons labelled 
“property?”. Clicking these will allow to select suitable predicates from the available ontologies. For 
instance, a person’s first can be identified through foaf and Open Refine serves suggestions from the 
foaf ontology. One suitable predicates have been selected, the results can be checked using the RDF 
preview that will show the created RDF in the “Turtle” or Terse RDF Triple Language.78  

                                                                 
76 http://dublincore.org/documents/dcmi-terms/  
77 http://vocab.org/places/schema.html# 
78 http://www.w3.org/TR/turtle/  

http://www.ldb-centrum.se/yeah/SwedishConcepts/20140123/Bygglovstyp
http://www.ldb-centrum.se/yeah/SwedishConcepts/20140123/Bygglovstyp
http://dublincore.org/documents/dcmi-terms/
http://vocab.org/places/schema.html
http://www.w3.org/TR/turtle/
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FIGURE 15. RDF PREVIEW. 

In order to create links in the “RDF skeleton”-mode between our building permit subjects and our 
Architects’ subjects we first had to have the column ArchitectID that we created earlier, within our 
building permit subject or the “root node” for our building permits. Clicking the “column”-button and 
setting its cell content “as a URI” will do it in Open Refine.  

 
FIGURE 16. SPECIFYING LINK TYPE. 

We then set its property to the building permission type concept we created (bpc:Arkitekt). This links 
the building permits to architect subjects. From the architect subject we then likewise added the ID 
column for our building permit and set it as a URI. We also declared the property as dc:creator, 
indicating that the architect is the creator of the building permit.  

 
FIGURE 17. INTERNAL LINKS BETWEEN SUBJECTS. 

EXPORTING TO RDF XML 

Once all columns have been added and have been given properties, the RDF skeleton can be saved 
and exported as an RDF file. This file can then be imported into a triple store database and via some 
query (e.g. SPARQL) interface be served on the web. Alternatively, the RDF file can be published as a 
downloadable file from website. However, housing the RDF file in a triple store makes the data usable 
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interactively and it can be queried and linked to by other systems. An example of the finished result of 
our Building Permit exported to RDF XML: 

<!-- This is a Building permit RD XML --> 
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.ldb-centrum.se/yeah/Bygglov/3536">  
 <rdf:type rdf:resource="http://www.ldb-

centrum.se/yeah/SwedishConcepts/20140123/Bygglovstyp"/>  
 <dc:medium rdf:resource="http://www.ldb-

centrum.se/yeah/SwedishConcepts/20140123/#Lumppapper"/>  
 <dc:type>Ritning</dc:type> 
<place:Parish rdf:resource="http://dbpedia.org/resource/Norrmalm_(borough)”> <!-- Our 

reconciled link to dbpedia --> 
 <bpc:Kvarter rdf:resource="http://www.ldb-centrum.se/yeah/Kvarter20140305/Skansen"/>  
 <dc:format>Alnar</dc:format> 
 <dc:format>28 X 23</dc:format> 
 <bpc:Teknik rdf:resource="http://www.ldb-

centrum.se/yeah/SwedishConcepts/20140123/#HandritadPolykrom"/>  
 <bpc:KlientNamn rdf:resource="http://www.ldb-centrum.se/yeah/Bygglov/103536"/>  
 <bpc:Arkitekt rdf:resource="http://www.ldb-centrum.se/yeah/Bygglov/203536"/>  

<bpc:OvrigaNamn>Carlberg, J E</bpc:OvrigaNamn> 
 <dc:date rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#date">1733</dc:date> 
 <dc:description xml:lang="se">Gent Emot Styckiutare Gården</dc:description> 
 <bpc:Fastighet>Skansen</bpc:Fastighet> 
 <place:Parish>Klara</place:Parish> 
<foaf:depiction rdf:resource="http://www2.ssa.stockholm.se/Bildarkiv/Egenproducerat/MOW/150dpi-

mow/BN1733-99-150dpi.jpg"/>  
</rdf:Description> 
<!-- Building permit RDF XML ends here --> 
 
<!-- This is where the RDF XML for the client person begins --> 
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.ldb-centrum.se/yeah/Bygglov/103536">  
 <rdf:type rdf:resource="http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/Person"/>  
 <foaf:givenName>Sternil</foaf:givenName> 
 <dc:isPartOf rdf:resource="http://www.ldb-centrum.se/yeah/Bygglov/3536"/>  
</rdf:Description> 
<!-- End of client person --> 
 
<!-- And finally this is the RDF XML for the Architect --> 
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.ldb-centrum.se/yeah/Bygglov/203536">  
 <rdf:type rdf:resource="http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/Person"/>  
 <foaf:givenName>Gerdes, Petter</foaf:givenName> 
 <dc:creator rdf:resource="http://www.ldb-centrum.se/yeah/Bygglov/3536"/> <!-- he is the 

creator or the building permit above --> 
 <foaf:title rdf:resource="http://www.ldb-

centrum.se/yeah/SwedishConcepts/20140123/#Arkitekt"/>  
</rdf:Description> 
<!-- End of Architect --> 

There are three types of subjects here, the building permit, the client person and the architect person. 
Everything within their rdf:Description tags is information about each subject. The examples show that 
we use our own vocabulary “Building Permissions Concepts” prefixed to “bpc” at several places. We 
use it both as a property predicate, for example bpc:Teknik, which is a link to an explanation of the 
concept of “technique” within the discourse of these building permits, and at the same time the 
ontology also holds the Object URI specifying what technique is being used: http://www.ldb-
centrum.se/yeah/SwedishConcepts/20140123/#HandritadPolykrom which is a link to an explanation 
of the concept of “hand drawn polychrome”. The next section discusses how to create your own 
ontology. 

  

http://www.ldb-centrum.se/yeah/Bygglov/3536
http://dbpedia.org/resource/Norrmalm_(borough)
http://www.ldb-centrum.se/yeah/Bygglov/103536
http://www.ldb-centrum.se/yeah/Bygglov/203536
http://www.ldb-centrum.se/yeah/SwedishConcepts/20140123/#HandritadPolykrom
http://www.ldb-centrum.se/yeah/SwedishConcepts/20140123/#HandritadPolykrom
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CREATING A NEW ONTOLOGY WITH RDF AND SKOS 

For the Swedish demonstrator we had to define some of our own concepts within the building 
permission data. These included the concept of architect, an estate and techniques being used when 
drawing building permissions. We created a simple model and chose just a few subjects and 
predicates from the SKOS ontology and we built it using an XML-editor from scratch. Here is an 
example of our architects concept in RDF XML: 

<skos:Concept rdf:about="http://www.ldb-
centrum.se/yeah/SwedishConcepts/20140123/#Arkitekt">  
<skos:altLable xml:lang="en">Architect</skos:altLable> 
<skos:definition xml:lang="en"> 

An architect is a person trained and licensed to plan, design, and oversee the construction of buildings. 

</skos:definition>  
<skos:inScheme> 
http://www.ldb-centrum.se/yeah/SwedishConcepts/20140123/Architect/ 
</skos:inScheme> 
        <skos:prefLable xml:lang="se">Arkitekt</skos:prefLable> 
        <skos:prefLable xml:lang="en">Architect</skos:prefLable> 
</skos:Concept> 

The concept has its own unique ID in the form of a URI/URL (http://www.ldb-centrum.se/yeah/ 
SwedishConcepts/20140123/#Arkitekt). It has an alternative lable in English “altLable” and a definition 
in English. The preferred label or “prefLable” are written in both English and Swedish.  

In order to be able to use concepts from your own ontology in Open Refine, you need to add the 
ontology in the Manage prefix menu in the Edit RDF Skeleton-mode (see also above). We created a 
new prefix for our ontology “bpc” (Building Permissions Concepts) and uploaded our vocabulary as an 
RDF/XML file. This allowed us to use our own predicates for our architect dataset.  

 
FIGURE 18. ADDING A NEW ONTOLOGY. 

As a next step we used our ontology to link with some of the column string values in our data in order 
to turn them into URI/URLs. For example we have a column Material that contains just five distinct 
string values describing the different materials (paper, sheer fabric, etc.). All of these were added to 
our ontology as concepts with their own explanations. We added our ontology RDF XML-file as a 
reconciliation service in Open Refine by clicking the Extensions “RDF”-button and selecting “Add 
reconciliation service” and then “Based on an RDF file”. After you filled in a name and uploaded your 
file you can also select “Label properties” to match your resources. We selected skos:prefLabel since 
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we had used this in our vocabulary. After this we started the reconciliation and every Material-value 
was converted into a URI/URL leading to our vocabulary, for example: 

<dc:medium rdf:resource="http://www.ldb-
centrum.se/yeah/SwedishConcepts/20140123/#Papper"/>. 

If you are using the Virtouso Triplestore database then besides uploading your ontology RDF XML file 
to Virtouso, you also need to register your ontology, or rather its namespace, in order for it to work. In 
the administration mode of Virtouso you click on “Linked data” and then “Namespaces”. Here you add 
your prefix (in our case “bpc”) and the URI to your ontology. And now your data is published as 
linkable open data! 

FURTHER READING 

Useful information on ontologies and tools for registering your own ontology are available at: 

http://lov.okfn.org/dataset/lov/ 

Open Refine is discussed at: 

Google Refine Blog - http://googlerefine.blogspot.se/ 

A tutorial at Enipedia - http://enipedia.tudelft.nl/wiki/OpenRefine_Tutorial 

Open data discussion and instructions can be found at: 

Free your Metadata - http://freeyourmetadata.org/ 

Youtube - http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5Cu7J91eeLQ 

  

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5Cu7J91eeLQ
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CHALLENGES FOR THE LOD PROJECT 
The journey that starts from the business case for using LOD to publishing RDF data in a triple store is 
not necessarily a long one, but can involve decisions that require new skills and familiarity with old 
and new technologies. Below is a summary of lessons learned and recommendations that we draw on 
our experiences with the three LOD demonstrators we built in the YEAH! project. 

SCOPING THE LOD PROJECT 
One of the first discussion points in the YEAH! project was the multilingual audience of the planned 
prototype. Addressing a varied target group across several countries and languages is a challenge that 
cannot overcome through technology solutions alone. Combined with the nature of data in our 
project that presumes knowledge of historical context in different countries and occasionally requires 
skills for reading 18th and 19th century handwriting, it was an obvious decision that instead of a single 
prototype that covers all three countries, we need a separate demonstrator for each country. Such 
scoping exercise is necessary right at the start of the project and mostly should consider the final 
service and the intended end-users, rather than the technological aspects of LOD.  

Lessons learned: 

Rely on the experience of other projects 
• Find out first what others have already done and gather as many examples of LOD/RDF models 

in similar domains with similar datasets. 

Decide early on who you want to connect with 
• Define the datasets you would like to create links with based on who you can connect to. If they 

already have an RDF model available try to reuse the namespaces they use. 

CREATING THE RDF  
Lessons learned from creating the RDF: 

Prefer existing ontologies 
• Rely on existing and widely-used ontologies wherever possible. Applying a common ‘language’ 

makes it much easier for other users to reuse (and link to) your data. Therefore, be critical 
towards the option of creating your own new vocabularies when similar ontologies are 
available. 

• It should be noted that even if two datasets are using the same ontology they may not be 
linkable because they use different ontology terms. Getting the links right can be achieved with 
pre-processing of data. 

Test fast, fail often 
• Constructing RDFs is trial and error work. We found that we had to rework our RDFs multiple 

times after testing new versions of them and finding what we had missed and/or wanted to 
change. However, it is easy to get stuck in theoretical discussions around ‘is ontology A more 
appropriate than ontology B’. The right answer will probably not arrive without doing real tests 
with your data or creating first examples of LOD mock-ups. Therefore we recommend using a 
highly iterative approach towards LOD – prepare “rough” test versions of your RDF model 
without any second thoughts and start improving it only through practical testing. 

Use expert help  
• Getting LOD experts to review your draft LOD-models is always a good idea. Finding suitable 

ontologies requires extensive knowledge of available tools and having someone with that 
knowledge reviewing your work can save a significant amount of time and effort (and 
iterations). 
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CREATING LINKS 
Lessons learned from the mapping and linking exercise are: 

Analyse what can be linked 
• One major aspect of the datasets is their link-ability, which would be one main quality aspect of 

the data. The reason the data may not be linkable can depend of different reasons: 
o The linkable attributes/elements, though existing, is not registered in the dataset; 
o The linkable attributes/elements is not defined in the same way; 
o The linkable attributes/elements do not have matching content. 

The two latter points are connected to the choosing of relevant ontologies. Our experience is to 
analyse these issues together rather early in the project. How much time and resources will be 
spent on augmenting and correcting data requires analysis – getting usable results weighted 
against effort required to correct data. 

Keep experimenting 
• Trying different solutions and experimenting are crucial to success. Mapping between different 

data sets can be erroneous but often you will find unexpected issues only in the first versions of 
your application and not during the theoretical discussions. It is therefore advisable to keep the 
process of data mapping highly iterative and produce first implemented versions as soon as 
possible. 

Use core ontologies as early as possible  
• Already when developing or updating your description practices and systems you could try to 

include support and mappings to some of the most crucial core ontologies. There were no 
suitable national core ontologies available in Estonia, but in many European countries the 
situation is better. There are also quite a few global ontologies available (like GeoNames for 
geographical information), however it is not easy to map to and implement these if you have 
not done this before – during the phase of describing your items. Time-consuming tasks of data 
mapping can be foreseen when mapping to global ontologies – significant differences exist in 
the content and structure of ontologies. 

Finding external datasets with a one-to-one relation link 
• DbPedia (or Wikipedia) is incomplete and although there may be some articles about some of 

the data most of the time we found that there were essential articles missing. For example 
Wikipedia/DbPedia has articles for some parishes and city blocks in Stockholm, but not for all. It 
is worth linking to the articles that exist but can leave an impression to the user that data is 
incomplete and the “sameAs” links will be scattered around your data. 

Set your data quality requirements 
• Cleaning your data can become very time consuming depending on your ambition and/or how 

poor the quality of the original data is. If you are just starting with Linked Open Data you can 
opt to deliver your first sets of open data as “proof of concept” or “no liability”. This allows you 
to not spend a lot of time correcting data mappings with ontologies or improving your data 
quality. Instead we see the process of creating LOD and some mash-up applications on top of it 
as a great and simple way of finding out which elements in your descriptions are low quality and 
thus feed into future planning of large-scale data quality improvement projects. 

TECHNICAL ASPECTS 
Lessons learned from technical development: 

Use an iterative development process 
• Technical issues can be discovered early if you start the testing sooner rather than later; 

Search for information on implementation issues 
• If you plan to use a specific triple store or engine to serve your data and SPARQL queries we 
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recommend to first search for technical information and implementation details, for example 
differences between relevant standards and the actual application of these in the tools; 

Use on-line courses to learn the necessary skills 
• On-line training courses on LOD, RDF and SPARQL are available and can be studied when time 

permits. For example, projects like LOD279 and EUCLID80 have a range of online courses and 
webinars available; 

Use outside experts 
• Where possible, discuss with LOD experts which tools would be most suitable for your specific 

needs. 
 

 

                                                                 
79 http://lod2.eu/BlogPost/webinar-series 
80 http://www.euclid-project.eu/ 

http://lod2.eu/BlogPost/webinar-series
http://www.euclid-project.eu/
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GLOSSARY 
 

CSV – comma-separated values (sometimes called character-separated values). A CSV file stores 
tabular data (numbers and text) in plain-text form, which means that the file is a sequence of 
characters. A CSV file consists of any number of records, separated by line breaks of some kind; each 
record consists of fields, separated by some other character or string, most commonly a literal comma 
or tab.81 

LOD – Linked Open Data.  

Ontology - ontology is a formal specification of a shared conceptualization (Gruber 1993). 

RDF – denotes the Resource Description Framework, and is a family of W3C specifications originally 
designed as a metadata data model. It is used as a general method for conceptual description or 
modelling of information that is implemented in web resources, using a variety of syntax notations 
and data serialization formats.82 

SPARQL – SPARQL Protocol and RDF Query Language is a query language for databases, able to 
retrieve and manipulate data stored in RDF format.83 

W3C – short for the World Wide Web Consortium, the main international standards organization for 
the World Wide Web (abbreviated WWW or W3).84 

 

 

 

                                                                 
81 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Comma-separated_values 
82 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Resource_Description_Framework 
83 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SPARQL 
84 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/W3C 
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